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Summary 

Self-organisation is fundamental to biology and is evident across diverse 
taxa and scales. Broadly speaking, we can divide self-organizing processes 
into different forms of coordination: for example, the coordinated movement 
of flocks of birds through space and time; or, the coordinated chirping of 
crickets in time. In this thesis, I focused on collective motion, studying 
schooling fish. A common thread throughout the thesis is highlighting 
temporal aspects that play a role in these behaviours, that have, to date, 
generally been overlooked - characterising them, explaining them, and 
revealing their importance. 

Juvenile zebrafish, like many other fish species, exhibit a swimming pattern 
that can be characterised by short accelerations followed by longer 
decelerations, often termed ‘burst-and-glide’ motion. We found, that when 
paired, they exhibit what could be described as alternating behaviour, 
where one individual accelerates the other tends to decelerate and vice 
versa. By further analysing these movement data, we were able to reveal 
their phase response curve, which defines how they couple. This revealed 
that the fish tend to be oblivious to the tailbeats of their neighbour when the 
neighbour beat up to ~100 ms after them. When the neighbour’s delay was 
>100 ms after the focal, the focals’ response (timing its’ next tailbeat) can 
be approximated as simply doubling that delay. In other words, if the 
neighbour beat 150 ms after the focal, the focal would end its’ own period 
after 300 ms. We then derived, based on this, a simple model of this 
temporal interaction, and tested it with a closed-loop virtual reality 
experiment, whereby a real fish swam and interacted with a virtual avatar, 
that responded to the real fish’s behaviour according to our model in real-
time. By doing so we recover similar temporal dynamics as seen between 
two real fish. Moreover, we further characterised these ‘oscillators’ as 
irregular oscillators, due to the inconsistent period lengths they show over 
time, which is (experimentally) relatively unexplored. 

We continue this line of work, and ask what functional role this coupling 
might play in a collective. To do so, we utilised the virtual reality system, but 
with open-loop experiments, that render a more controlled setting. We 
show that real fish temporally couple with non-responsive virtual fish, and 
that they aim to maintain a fixed lag after the virtual fish (their bursts 
relative to the virtual fish’s bursts), no matter the applied period length of 
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the virtual fish (time between bursts). Next, we tested what a real fish would 
do when swimming with a virtual fish that unexpectedly turns away. We 
show that if the real fish was temporally coupled with the virtual fish prior to 
the turn, it is more likely to continue swimming with it afterwards, 
suggesting that the real fish is more responsive to its’ neighbour when 
temporally coupled. 

Next, we take a different direction and use a bottom-up approach. We 
implement a simple self-propelled particle model, with the minor addition 
that the particles have oscillating speeds – accelerating and decelerating 
following a sine-wave pattern. Each individual is assigned a random 
starting speed on this curve, which can be considered as its’ ‘phase’. We 
then ask what might emerge from adding these simple dynamics. We 
revealed nontrivial behaviour, whereby individuals with similar phases tend 
to ‘couple’ with each other (they were connected for long durations) - which 
is a new form of self-sorting. 

Finally, the last part of the thesis is dedicated for a broader look at the 
future of the field, suggesting a more ‘holisitic’ view on different forms of 
self-organization, aiming to better unify collective motion and temporal 
synchronization (and similar) under the same umbrella, owing to their 
known analogous behaviour. While this has been known and studied 
theoretically, experimenters have mostly ignored this possible comparison. 
We suggest using network theory (specifically, mainly temporal networks) 
as a common language, and argue that we are at a time, both 
experimentally (due to technological advancements) and theoretically (due 
to more attention being payed to temporal networks in the last decade), for 
a fruitful interplay.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Selbstorganisation ist für die Biologie von grundlegender Bedeutung und 
zeigt sich in verschiedenen Taxa und Skalen. Im Großen und Ganzen 
können wir selbstorganisierende Prozesse in verschiedene Formen der 
Koordination unterteilen, zum Beispiel die koordinierte Bewegung von 
Vogelschwärmen durch Raum und Zeit oder das koordinierte Zirpen von 
Grillen über Zeit. In dieser Arbeit konzentrierte ich mich auf kollektives 
Bewegen und erforsche schwarmbildende Fische. Ein roter Faden durch 
diese Forschungsarbeit bilden die zeitlichen Aspekte derartiger 
Verhaltensweisen. Bis heute weitestgehend übersehen werden sie 
charakterisiert, erklärt und ihre Wichtigkeit hervorgehoben. 

Juvenile Zebrafische weisen, wie viele andere Fischarten, ein bestimmtes 
Schwimmverhalten auf, gekennzeichnet durch kurze Beschleunigungen 
gefolgt von längeren Verlangsamungen, das oft als "Burst-and-Glide" - 
Bewegung bezeichnet wird. Wir fanden heraus, dass die Zebrafische in 
Paaren ein so genanntes Wechselverhalten aufweisen, bei dem die 
Beschleunigung des einen Individuums mit der Verlangsamung des 
anderen einher geht, und umgekehrt. Durch weitere Analyse dieser 
Bewegungsdaten konnten wir ihren Phasenantwortkurve aufdecken, 
welcher die Interaktion der Fische definiert. Dies zeigte, dass die Fische die 
Schläge des Nachbarfischs nicht bemerkten, solange sie bis zu ~ 100 ms 
nach dem eigenen Schlag erfolgten. Wenn der Schlag des Nachbarn mehr 
als 100 ms nach dem des Fokusindividuums erfolgte, kam die Antwort des 
Fokusindividuums (Zeitpunkt des nächsten Schlags) annähernd nach der 
doppelten Verzögerungszeit. Mit anderen Worten, wenn der Nachbar 150 
ms nach dem Fokusindividuums schlägt, beendet das Fokusindividuum 
seine eigene Periode nach 300 ms. Darauf basierend leiteten wir ein 
einfaches Modell dieser Zeitlichen Interaktion ab und testeten es mit einem 
Closed-Loop Virtual Reality Experiment. Hier interagierte ein realer Fisch 
schwimmend mit einem virtuellen Avatar, der auf das Verhalten des realen 
Fisches gemäß unseres Modells in Echtzeit reagierte. Auf diese Weise 
stellten wir eine ähnliche zeitliche Dynamik her, wie sie zwischen zwei 
echten Fischen zu sehen ist. Darüber hinaus charakterisierten wir diese 
"Oszillatoren" aufgrund der inkonsistenten Periodenlängen als irreguläre 
Oszillatoren, was (experimentell) noch relativ unerforscht ist. 
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Wir setzen diese Arbeit fort und stellen die Frage, welche funktionale Rolle 
diese Kopplung in einem Kollektiv spielen könnte. Zu diesem Zweck 
verwendeten wir das Virtual-Reality-System, jedoch mit Open-Loop-
Experimenten, die eine kontrollierte Einstellung ermöglichen. Wir zeigen, 
dass reale Fische zeitlich mit nicht reagierenden virtuellen Fischen koppeln 
und darauf abzielen, eine feste Verzögerung nach den virtuellen Fischen 
(ihre Ausbrüche im Verhältnis zu den Ausbrüchen der virtuellen Fische) 
aufrechtzuerhalten, unabhängig von der angewendeten Periodenlänge des 
virtuellen Fisches (Zeit zwischen zwei Schlägen). Als nächstes testeten wir 
die Reaktion eines echten Fischs beim Schwimmen mit einem virtuellen 
Fisch, welcher sich unerwartet abwendet. Wir konnten zeigen, dass ein 
Weiterschwimmen des realen mit dem virtuellen Fisch nach der Drehung 
wahrscheinlicher ist, wenn die Fische vor der Drehung zeitlich gekoppelt 
waren. Dies weist darauf hin, dass der reale Fisch einem Nachbarn 
gegenüber empfänglicher ist, wenn er zeitlich mit ihm gekoppelt ist. 

Mit der Verwendung eines Bottom-up-Ansatzes schlagen wir als nächstes 
eine andere Richtung ein. Wir implementieren ein einfaches Partikelmodell 
mit Eigenantrieb, mit dem kleinen Zusatz, dass die Partikel oszillierende 
Geschwindigkeiten haben - Beschleunigen und Abbremsen nach einem 
Sinuswellenmuster. Jedem Individuum wird auf dieser Kurve eine zufällige 
Startgeschwindigkeit zugewiesen, die als "Phase" betrachtet werden kann. 
Wir stellen dann die Frage, was sich aus dem Hinzufügen dieser einfachen 
Dynamik ergeben könnte. Wir haben ein nicht triviales Verhalten 
festgestellt, bei dem Individuen mit ähnlichen Phasen dazu neigen, sich zu 
„koppeln“ (sie waren lange Zeit miteinander verbunden) - eine neue Form 
der Selbstsortierung. 

Schließlich widmet sich der letzte Teil der Arbeit einem breiteren Blick in die 
Zukunft des Fachgebiets und schlägt eine ganzheitliche Sicht auf 
verschiedene Formen der Selbstorganisation vor, um die kollektive 
Bewegung und die zeitliche Synchronisation, aufgrund ihres bekannten 
analogen Verhaltens, in Einklang zu bringen. Obwohl dies bekannt und 
theoretisch untersucht wurde, haben Experimentatoren diesen Vergleich 
bisher größtenteils ignoriert. Wir empfehlen, Netzwerkforschung als 
gemeinsame Sprache zu verwenden und glauben, dass sowohl 
experimentell (aufgrund des technologischen Fortschritts), als auch 
theoretisch (aufgrund der stärkeren Beachtung zeitlicher Netzwerke im 
letzten Jahrzehnt) die Zeit für ein fruchtbares Zusammenspiel reif ist. 
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“In the case of all things which have several parts and in which the totality 
is not, as it were, a mere heap, but the whole is something beside the 
parts…” 

— Aristotle
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Introduction 

Self organization 

Collective motion and temporal synchronization are some of the simplest 
cases of emergent, self-organized behaviour in the biological realm. Self-
organizing systems are those in which many interacting units achieve some 
sort of order, without any assigned leader orchestrating their collective action. 
A variety of domains find self-organization useful or inspiring: artists use 
some of its known principles to generate vivid patterns (Spinney, 2012) and 
one of the forefronts of engineering is to harness the power of distributed 
sensing and activity, such as with swarm-robotic applications (Brambilla et al., 
2013; Vásárhelyi et al., 2014). We are still far from from a full understanding 
of such basic questions as - how do we get order from disorder? 

We can crudely divide such behaviour into two main branches: self-
organisation in space and time; and self-organisation purely in time. What 
would fall into the first would be collective motion, as exhibited by fish schools 
or bird flocks. The second option is mass synchronous behaviour, as can be 
seen with firefly flashing or cricket chirping (there is also a third option, self 
organisation in direction such as in the XY model for static spin systems 
(Kosterlitz, 1974)). The word synchronisation is used both to describe 
coordination in time, but also often is used to describe coordination in space. 
Here, I make a distinction, and use it solely for temporal coordination - the 
word originating from chrono, which is time. Initially, I will start by reviewing 
some of the major relevant advances that occurred within these two (mostly 
separate) fields, and then discuss why they could be studied in a more unified 
manner. 

***** 

Synchronization 

Synchronization is, in a way, a fundamental property of the universe. It 
transcends disciplines, and can be found effectively in almost anywhere that 
one can think of - be it a physical, biological, technological, or social system. 
It has puzzled scholars and laymen for centuries.  

In 1975, a big leap forward occurred, when Yoshiki Kuramoto, a Japanese 
physicist published what is now known as the Kuramoto model, one of the 
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central models of collective synchrony (Kuramoto, 1975). It is essentially a 
model of coupled oscillators. An oscillator is an entity that changes some 
internal state over time, in a periodic (repetitive) way - one of the simplest 
examples would be a pendulum. It is a very simplistic model, but owing to 
this, enables analytical tractability. However, there is always a tension 
between the sterile simplicity of a mathematical model, and the detail 
(sometimes necessary detail) of reality. For example, one of the underlying 
assumptions in the model, is that the oscillators are all connected to each 
other, in an undirected way (A affects B the same way B affects A).   

Another difference between the Kuramoto model and some (real) systems, is 
the nature of the oscillation itself. When people turned to biological oscillators, 
for instance, they realised that the incremental changes of phase associated 
with the Kuramoto model are incompatible with some of the systems they 
were studying - take for example pacemaker cells in the heart, or firefly 
flashing. These look more pulsatile in their behaviour. 

This led to the development of another family of models, models of pulse-
coupled oscillators. Noteworthy examples of this are the Mirollo-Strogatz 
model, a simplification of of the Peskin model that was initially developed to 
model cardiac pacemaker cells by Charles Peskin (Mirollo and Strogatz, 
1990; Peskin, 1975). Others turned more directly to data, and opted to 
measure how certain system synchronise. The common way to do this is by 
determining the phase response curve (PRC) of the system, which shows 
how a focal agent (oscillator) will respond to a stimulus (pulse of a 
neighbour), as a function of when that stimulus occurred during its own period 
(e.g. Greenfield et al., 1997). A period is the duration of one cycle of an 
oscillation - so for a firefly, this would be the time between two consecutive 
flashes (here the firefly flashes are the pulses). Therefore, to make it more 
concrete: if two fireflies are coupling, and we want to know how they do so: 
each time firefly A flashes (t=0), we measure and see when firefly B flashes 
with respect to it (e.g., t=100, t=200, etc). We then ask how does firefly A 
respond to these different inputs - when does it flash again (e.g. t=300, 
t=400). Does perceiving a neighbours flash at time=100 yield a different 
response than time=200? Would the firefly delay or advance its next flash? 
One could measure all these options, and statistically derive the function that 
defines how they interact.  

      ***** 
12



Collective Motion 

20 years after Kuramoto’s important contribution, a seminal model of 
collective motion was published, in 1995 - known today as the Vicsek model 
(Vicsek et al., 1995). In this case, this isn’t a mathematical model, but a very 
simple agent-based model. Collective motion models existed before, such as 
the Boids model (Reynolds, 1987), the main contribution in the Vicsek model 
being an even simpler model, but even so, still showing emergent collective 
behaviour, where the group spontaneously ‘decides’ on a movement 
direction. This led to an explosion of citations, with lots of experimentation 
being done with different versions of the model (e.g. Jadbabaie et al., 2003; 
Chaté et al., 2006; Saintillan and Shelley, 2007).  

An important development at the time though, was that around the dawn of 
the century image processing and computer vision techniques were gaining 
popularity and becoming useful for biologists. The painstaking task of merely 
observing the behaviour of many interacting individuals (ants, fish, birds) was 
now within reach. This ‘revolution’ (that is still developing), has enabled 
researchers to not only rely on intuition when building such models, but to 
actually begin to derive them from data. 

These developments led to various attempts at testing and refining these 
proposed models. Some experiments on real biological systems showed 
interactions that are mainly based on metric distances (Lukeman et al., 2010). 
But as the spectrum of studied animal groups increased, the existence of a 
variety of different interaction rules were revealed. In one such pioneering 
work, free-flying starlings were tracked in three dimensions above the city of 
Rome. Analyzing these data, it was suggested that the birds were paying 
attention to a fixed number of neighbors regardless of their distance, namely 
topological interactions characterized their behaviour (Ballerini 2008). Hinz 
and de Polavieja tracked juvenile zebrafish and have proposed a different 
interaction rule, whereby individuals simply lock on to one neighbour at 
random. The random individual it chooses switches over time, a process that 
will probabilistically make them move towards the majority (Hinz and de 
Polavieja, 2017). Of course these are drastically different systems, and the 
interactions underlying one case aren’t necessarily applicable to the other. So 
these results aren’t contradicting each other, rather suggesting a more 
complex or diverse reality. On the other hand, they are also not mutually 
exclusive, and potentially in some cases a combination of the proposed rules 
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could be at play. Finally, another approach is to take into account the 
perceptual capacities of each individual. For instance, assuming 
predominantly visual interactions, one could directly measure the visual fields 
of each individual in a group to see who it sees. This does not directly imply 
an interaction network, as individuals might not pay attention to some 
neighbours, even if they see them, but does give a clear ‘upper-bound’ of who 
they could be interacting with. The next question then is, which neighbours, 
among those that are within the field of view of the focal, it actually is paying 
attention to and would be influenced by. Considering visual networks, as 
opposed to metric or topological ones, proved to be more predictive 
(Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2015). 

New techniques are emerging in recent years, with the aim of embedding real 
animals with artificial conspecifics (robots, or avatars in virtual reality) that 
experimenters can control (Faria et al., 2010; Polverino et al., 2012; Stowers 
et al., 2017; Larsch and Baier, 2018). These approaches enable 
unprecedented control, and perhaps will be an important catalyst in our path 
towards the understanding of animal interaction networks, as compared to 
‘traditional experimentation’, here we can address the causal relationship 
between the individuals; the only channel of input (for the individual) is the 
one completely controlled by us, thus minimizing the chance of a correlation 
with a third variable. In this thesis, I make use of such a system, with the use 
of a novel virtual reality set-up (Stowers et al., 2017). 

      ***** 

When working on motion, by definition, we consider time - it is position over 
time. So naturally, temporality has also been considered within these 
systems. Leader-follower relationships have been revealed using time-lagged 
correlations (Nagy et al., 2010); or analyses of Vicsek-type models with 
asynchronous updating schemes (heading updates, essentially 
asynchronicity in the timing of the decision-making per individual) have been 
explored (Zheng et al., 2017; Piwowarczyk et al., 2019). 

There is a basic characteristic though, connecting temporal synchronization 
and collective motion - that appear at first glance to be drastically different 
phenomena. Consider the Vicsek and Kuramoto models. In the Vicsek model 
individual agents are mobile and interact with near-neighbors by adjusting 
their heading to match the average direction of others. The Kuramoto model 
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describes temporal synchronization, or coupling, among oscillators, such as 
rhythmic flashing of individual fireflies. Like the Vicsek model, individuals are 
assumed to match their behavior with others, and via these interactions 
collective action emerges. Therefore both models are actually rooted in the 
same mathematics: both consider a matching of periodic entities - in flocking 
individuals match direction with others, such as the 360 degrees of possible 
direction on a plane; in the case of coupling in time a dynamic repeating 
process can also be mapped onto a circle.  

In this thesis, I aim to turn the spotlight towards such temporal aspects, 
obvious qualities that are clearly visible in real-world systems, but that to-date 
have been somewhat overlooked. A few years ago, O’Keeffe et al. married 
collective motion and sync in a theoretical study, analysing an abstract 
system they termed ‘Swarmalators’ - oscillators that sync and swarm 
(O’Keeffe et al., 2017). What comes to mind, is that while in a Swarmalator 
system each agent is considered to carry an internal oscillator, the nature of 
that oscillation - what exactly is oscillating, remained open, and most likely 
different forms of oscillation result in different dynamics. One such candidate 
is the continuous oscillations of many fish in terms of their speeds (sudden 
fast rises in speed followed be a longer passive decay; often termed burst-
and-glide motion). We find that in pairwise interactions, these oscillations are 
temporally coupled - the fish alternate with each other. Chapter 1 is devoted 
to this - what kind of oscillators are they, how do they achieve such 
synchrony, modelling their coupling, and testing the model. Chapter 2 
revolves around the functional significance of their temporal coupling - does it 
carry information with regards to their interaction networks? That is, is a fish 
more attuned to its’ neighbour if they are temporally coupled? 

In both of the first chapters, we make extensive use of a novel virtual reality 
system for freely moving animals (Stowers et al, 2017). This enables us to 
embed a freely swimming juvenile fish (~1 cm long) in a bowl (with a 
maximum of 34 cm horizontal diameter and maximum of 9 cm depth), in a 
virtual world, where a visual scene is projected all around it. The system 
tracks the fish in real-time, and updates the projection accordingly (according 
to the fish’s current perspective); by doing so, it creates the illusion that 
objects can effectively be in the same body of water as the fish (i.e. in the fish 
bowl). In other words, we have the ability to project ‘holograms’ into the bowl. 
We utilise this to project virtual fish (a photorealistic replica of a real fish) that 
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‘swim’ with the real fish. While this has been shown to enable us to 
investigate the relationships between a fish and its’ neighbour (Stowers et al., 
2017; Sridhar, 2020), it is important to remember that, as with any scientific 
method, we can always work only within a certain range. So in a way, if we 
use this system to test behavioural models, we need to remember that 
essentially our “modelling” procedure is twofold: we model the virtual fish 
(project a 3D avatar representing a real fish); and we also model its’ 
behaviour. Hence, when compared with reality (i.e. real fish interactions) we 
should take this into account and interpret our findings accordingly. 

In Chapter 3, with the use of a simple collective motion model, we return to 
mere oscillations of speed (each agent doesn’t have a fixed speed but rather 
oscillates), but without any temporal coupling involved (the ‘phases’ are fixed 
throughout). Would such basic ingredients lead to some form of ‘coupling’ in 
this case? Combined, I hope this exemplifies how space and time are always 
intertwined, and that we can potentially consider a unified understanding of 
these phenomena. The final chapter is therefore devoted to a look into the 
future of the field; we review what has been done in various fields (network 
science, control theory, active matter, etc) in the past two decades with 
respect to systems at the interface of collective motion and synchrony. We 
suggest that due to the known analogy between collective motion and sync, 
we should consider them under one umbrella, and we offer network theory 
(specifically temporal networks) as a common language.  
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CHAPTER 1: Synchronization of fish speed oscillations 

Guy Amichay*, Liang Li*, Máté Nagy and Iain D. Couzin 

Keywords: collective motion, synchronization, pulse-coupled 
oscillators, zebrafish, virtual-reality, phase response curve 

Abstract 
Juvenile zebrafish (Danio rerio), like many other fish, exhibit a swimming 
pattern that can be characterised as a cycle, that consists of a quick burst of 
acceleration followed by a longer (mostly passive) deceleration. We can 
characterise these speed changes as pulsatile oscillations (reminiscent of, for 
example, firefly flashes). In addition, we reveal that their oscillations are 
irregular, as they effectively lack a fixed frequency over time. We also find 
that when swimming in pairs, they show a temporal coupling in terms of their 
burst timing; they tend to alternate - when one accelerates, the other would 
decelerate. We derived a simple rule for how they could achieve this temporal 
coupling, directly from data. We then tested it with a closed-loop virtual reality 
experiment, whereby a virtual fish was interactive, responding to the timing of 
the bursts (accelerations) of the real fish according to this model. We reveal 
signatures of a two-way interaction, and in some conditions, temporal 
dynamics as seen between two real fish. 

Introduction 

One of the most conspicuous behaviours of individual animals exhibiting 
collective motion is that their speed (in many cases) isn’t fixed, be it 
swimming fish (Tunstrøm et al., 2013) or marching locust nymphs (Buhl et 
al., 2006; Bazazi et al., 2012). Some fish exhibit clear burst-and-glide (also 
termed burst-and-coast) motion (Calovi et al., 2018 Harpaz et al., 2017). 
This breaks down their swimming into discrete events of active tailbeats to 
propel themselves, followed by a relatively passive glide (depending on the 
species, they can still do some steering, slowing down etc). Zebrafish 
exhibit such a speed profile, at any age, from larvae to adults (Müller and 
van Leeuwen, 2004; Harpaz et al., 2017). 

Is there a specific temporal relationship between the bursts of the fish? 
With banded killifish (Fundulus diaphanus), it was found that they are 
typically in an out-of-phase relationship with their neighbour (Swain et al., 
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2015). But the mechanistic explanation of how this happens remains 
unresolved. 

To reveal how such a coupling could be achieved, we first need to define 
what kind of ‘oscillators’ the fish are. As mentioned, the oscillations of 
speed observed with fish aren’t smooth transitions - they take a more 
pulsatile form, similar to neural firings or hand clapping. There is a family of 
models for these types of (coupled) systems - pulse-coupled oscillator 
models. There are more abstract versions, such as the Mirollo-Strogatz 
model (Mirollo and Strogatz, 1990), that is a simplified model of the Peskin 
model (Peskin, 1975), which simulated cardiac pacemaker cells (for a 
healthy heart, it is necessary that thousands of cells pulse together to 
enable proper rhythmic contraction). There are also models that were more 
directly related to data from a specific system, such as cricket chirping (e.g. 
Walker, 1969). A core feature of these models is a phase response curve 
(hereon: PRC) that defines how an oscillator modulates the timing of its’ 
firing/beating relative to an input (a firing/beating) from a neighbour. This 
defines if the oscillator delays or advances its next beat, and to what 
extent. 

Another way with which we can characterise oscillations relates to its’ 
regularity. If we observe such ‘animal oscillators’ in isolation, we usually see 
that they have relatively fixed frequencies - so-called, a free running 
frequency, whether these are fireflies flashing (Hanson et al., 1971; Buck et 
al., 1981) or crickets chirping (Greenfield and Roizen, 1993). On the other 
hand, some oscillators (could be biological, physical, artificial, etc) lack 
such regularity, and could often be described as chaotic oscillators. Chaotic 
oscillators are essentially another class of systems, with their own route to 
synchrony, that has been studied extensively (Rosenblum et al., 1996; 
Pikovsky et al., 1996; Rosenblum et al., 1997). 

Here, we focused on such oscillatory dynamics in zebrafish. We 
characterize this, and show that pairs tend to couple in an alternating 
fashion - but how is this achieved? With further analysis of the fine-scale 
movements of each individual in freely-swimming pairs, we reveal their 
phase response curve. We then ask whether these insights can be 
sufficient for us to devise an appropriate model that can account for the 
coupling seen among the fish. 
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When studying synchronisation in physical systems, experimenters often 
have almost full control over their study system; for instance, they can tune 
the coupling strength and measure the resulting synchrony between lasers 
(e.g., Roy and Thornburg, 1994). With freely-moving animals, we don’t 
have this possibility, but by controlling a virtual fish that can appear to swim 
in the same volume as the real fish (Stowers et al., 2017), we can examine 
our system more effectively and determine what model the fish use to 
achieve their temporal coupling. Would such a hybrid system of real and 
virtual fish exhibit similar dynamics as two real fish? Thus we employ a 
closed-loop design in which we control two aspects: both the projection of 
the virtual fish on the retinas of the real one (continuously updated to 
account for the observer - the real fish), and also the response function 
exhibited by the virtual fish in response to the motion of the real one, 
updating its behaviour in real-time according to the input from the real fish. 
By doing so we can understand the effect of information flow in one- and 
two-way interactions, and we can reveal the conditions necessary to 
retrieve similar temporal dynamics as observed between two real fish.  

Results 

We recorded (at 100 Hz) pairs of juvenile zebrafish (aged between 24-26 
days post-fertilisation) swimming together in quasi 2D arenas (in two 
different arenas: in a 30x30 cm square arena we recorded 10 pairs each for 
55 min; and in a circular arena with a diameter of 28.7 cm we recorded 19 
pairs, each for 100 min). We then tracked their motion (Walter and Couzin, 
2021) and analysed the resulting trajectory data. 

Aiming for a minimalistic representation of the fishs’ changes of speed over 
time, our approach was to treat them as ‘oscillators’. We then start out by 
characterising them - determining what kind of oscillators they are. Pulse-
coupled oscillators are a well-studied class of coupled oscillators. As the 
fish exhibit bursts of speed, we refer to them also as pulse-coupled 
oscillators. As such, we transform their speed over time into a binary signal 
- with information only about the timing of their minima (the starts of the 
accelerations) (Fig. S1). We then perform various correlational techniques 
on this signal. 
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Another important attribute is that, when alone (i.e. far away from their 
conspecific) or together (swimming close by) they exhibit unstable period 
lengths over time - by computing the autocorrelation of the beat-times (the 
binary signal), we found that they don’t have a fixed frequency (Fig. S2B). 
Note that when the fish are in close proximity, there is some rhythmicity 
induced (the peak ~300 ms) due to the interaction (Fig. S2B). Induced 
rhythmicity in interacting pairs is also apparent when comparing the 
difference between succeeding period lengths, although this effect is 
insignificant (Fig. S3). So in general the fish are, when alone, intrinsically 
rather arrhythmic. 

Next, we cross-correlated the beat-timing events between pairs that swam 
together to obtain a correlation function that can reveal if there exists a 
typical temporal relationship between the fish with regards to their 
acceleration times (Fig. 1A shows example trajectories of 2 fish swimming 
together and Fig. S4 explains the correlation technique). We binned the 
data according to the both fish’s mean period length  to more rigorously 
infer if they indeed tend to alternate (so we avoid pooling all the data and 
looking at an average that can wash out certain behaviours). Fig. 1B shows 
the correlation functions obtained from this analysis, revealing their 
alternating behaviour - their typical lags (peaks of the correlation functions) 
were approximately half of the mean period length at the time (each typical 
lag, with 95% confidence bounds:  
225 ms< <250 ms: 115.8 ms ±3.7 ms;    
250 ms< <275 ms: 129.7 ms ±5.3 ms;                   
275 ms< <300 ms: 145.0 ms ±2.0 ms;        
300 ms< <325 ms: 154.7 ms ±2.2 ms;        
325 ms< <350 ms: 164.2 ms ±2.0 ms;        
350 ms< <375 ms: 177.6 ms ±1.9 ms;        
375 ms< <400 ms: 182.5 ms ±2.5 ms).  

 
These peaks (indicative of alternation of tailbeat timings) were found to be 
significantly different from the null expectation of peaks appearing by 
chance - shown by a randomisation test (see Fig. S5 and Fig. S6 for details 
of the procedure). Also, this alternating behaviour is apparent in most pairs 
(Fig. S7).  

T
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Figure 1: Pairs of juvenile zebrafish exhibit alternating behaviour with 
respect to their speed oscillations.  A Example trajectories of both fish 
swimming together for 10 s. The datapoints are semi-transparent to allow 
for better visualisation of their bursty motion. B Sum of the correlation 
functions of the tailbeat times of the two fish , over  (the time lags) in 

blue. To reliably detect the peak maxima, each peak was fitted with a 
Gaussian, denoted in red. The correlation functions were split according to 
their mean period lengths of both  and   (denoted  here) in the time 

window that was sampled. Yellow areas denote the middle of the range of 
period lengths used in that plot. C  (the corresponding lags of the peaks 
in B) over the different  (the centre of the range). The yellow line shows 

 which is perfect alternating behaviour. 

We then turn our attention to how pairs of fish achieve this coupling. To this 
end, we set out to reveal their phase response curve (PRC). This curve 

ΣCij τ

Ti Tj T

τ*
T

y = x /2
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describes how a pulse-coupled oscillator delays or advances its next 
response. Note that typically, computing a PRC is done by also normalizing 
the measured phases by the period. As this is far from fixed in our system, 
such an approach would be inappropriate, thus we avoid this normalization. 
Furthermore, due to the irregular nature of the observed oscillations, we 
compute the PRC without taking into account the focals’ previous period. 
We calculated the PRC on the beat-time signal, per each tailbeat. We 
reveal a pattern that can be divided into three temporal windows. The first 
window (“window 1”) is 0-100 ms after the focal’s tailbeat. In window 1 the 
fish shows similar behaviour to what we see at random (Fig. 2), suggesting 
that in this window of time the focal fish ignores its’ neighbour, and behaves 
as if it randomly samples from its’ period length distribution (doesn’t alter 
its’ behaviour due to the input from the neighbour). After 100ms (“window 
2”) we see a linear response that can be approximated by  (for 
fitting  we obtain  and  for the randomised 
case), showing that the focal fish tends to exhibit a period length that is 
double the length of the delay between the tailbeat of the neighbour and 
the focal. 

We further examined the data that generated the PRC and found that the 
data in windows 1 and 2 predominantly come from cases when the fish 
were in close spatial proximity. In other words lags of up to 300 ms relative 
to each other (windows 1 and 2)  occurred significantly more often when 
fish pairs were in close proximity (Fig. S8; when comparing the distances 
between the two fish when  with , we find a significant 
difference using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with p<0.0001 in both 
heatmaps), suggesting that temporal coupling occurs when the fish are 
close, and thus are interacting. Also, windows 1 and 2 were predominantly 
‘triggered’ (i.e. the neighbour exhibited a tailbeat up to 300 ms after the 
focal) at times when the fish had relatively higher speeds, of ~6-7cm/s (Fig. 
S9; when comparing the speeds when  with , we find a 
significant difference using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with p<0.0001). 
Speeds higher than 6.5cm/s are around the top 10% highest speeds that 
the fish exhibit. 

y = 2x
y = 2x χ2 = 841.47 χ2 = 1019

Ti < 0.3s Ti > 0.3s

Ti < 0.3s Ti > 0.3s
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Figure 2: The phase response curve between two real fish. A The 
phase response curve of the fish. A heatmap showing the focal fish’s 
responses, in terms of its period length , as a function of its neighbours’ 

beating time after its own last tailbeat . This was computed by checking for 
each tailbeat of fish A, when the closest tailbeat of fish B occurred after it. 
This delay was binned (x axis) and all cases in each bin are plotted as a 
histogram (each column). y=2x is shown in red as reference. B The same 
analysis as in A, but with randomly-shuffled pairs. 

Lastly, from these results we aim to derive a simple rule for how fish 
interact temporally. To understand the reciprocal interaction between two 
real fish (henceforth RF), we replaced one of them with a virtual conspecific 
that visually mimics a juvenile zebrafish, and is behaviourally responded to 
as such (Stowers et al., 2017; Sridhar, 2020). The experimental design 
consisted of one virtual fish (henceforth VF) swimming on a horizontal 

Ti

τ
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plane back and forth in a straight trajectory (1D motion) for 24 cm before it 
turned back on itself and swam the same path in the opposite direction, 
always 3 cm below the surface of the water. It updated its’ tailbeat timing 
according to input from the RF (its’ tailbeat) and our algorithm - hence this 
is a “reciprocal VF” (Fig. 3A). The algorithm that controls the timing of the 
bursts of the VF is designed as follows (see Fig. S10, Fig. S11 and the 
methods section for a detailed explanation). We detect the accelerations of 
the RF (its’ burst time) in real-time and calculate how long it occurred after 
the VF’s last burst ( ). We then have three possible reactions (windows 
1-3): 

 

According to the PRC, for window 1, the VF randomly samples a period 
length from a predetermined distribution (a distribution of typical period 
lengths of RF) - larger than 100 ms. Likewise, for window 2, the VF’s period 
would be 2 . For window 3, as we need to have a cutoff to ensure that the 
fish don’t split (the VF needs to continue to swim), if  we again 
sample a period length from the same distribution used for window 1, that 
is larger than 400 ms. 

We had two controls for this experiment: a nonreciprocal VF which 
exhibited a random tailbeating pattern (drawing at random from a 
distribution of RF period lengths) independent of the RF (i.e. did not employ 
window 2). The second control is an opposite one-way interaction whereby 
the VF reacts to the RF, but not the other way around. This was achieved 
by simulating the responses of the VF to pre-recorded RF data, i.e. the 
VF’s behavioural algorithm ‘responded’ to the tailbeats of a pre-recorded 
RF (Fig. 3B). With these experiments we can determine whether we are 
able to retrieve similar dynamics with a reciprocal VF - as is observed 
between two RF. We see a signature of a two-way interaction, as we see a 
peak at  in the reciprocal VF case, that doesn’t appear in both 
controls (Fig. 3C and Fig. S12). This isn’t trivial, as the simulation control is 
exactly the same algorithm as the reciprocal VF, so the appearance of this 
peak can only be explained by the dual feedback of the RF and VF. 

τ

window 1 τ < 100ms
window 2 100ms ≤ τ ≤ 400ms
window 3 τ > 400ms

τ
τ > 400ms

∼ τ = 0
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Figure 3: Comparison of one- and two-way interactions: A A schematic 
showing the model for the reciprocal VF. If the RF beat after the VF with

, this is defined as window 1, and the VF responds by randomly 
sampling its period length from the distribution in the middle panel. If 

, this is defined as window 3 and the RF also responds by 
randomly sampling its period length from the distribution in the middle 
panel. In general, it only samples values that are above the time that has 
already passed. If , this is defined as window 2, and 
the response is , according to the PRC. A detailed description of the 
algorithm is provided in Fig. S10. B A schematic of the three treatments: 
the reciprocal VF, and two controls, a simulation of a reciprocal VF with 
existing RF data (so the RF isn’t responsive in this case) and a 
nonreciprocal VF (always responding as window 1). C Comparison of all 
three treatments. Due to differences in amounts of data, the simulation 
curve is show with its' own y axis. 

τ < 100ms

τ > 400ms

100ms ≤ τ ≤ 400ms
2τ
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The distinctive peak in the correlation function from the reciprocal VF is 
found at , which isn’t what we would expect from the alternating 
dynamic we observe between two RF. For 2 RF we observe an alternating 
pattern of their acceleration times - as can be seen by the symmetrical 
relationship in the correlation function (Fig. 4B). When we consider only 
higher speeds in the reciprocal VF experiment (as mentioned, also 
between 2 RF window 2 data mainly come from situations where fish 
interact at relatively high speeds) we recover a pattern that is more similar 
to the alternating behaviour we observe between two RF, with the peak 
shifting from  to the right, and the function appearing more symmetrical 
(Fig. 4A and Fig. S13). The fact that the temporal relationship becomes 
more symmetrical can also be explained due to the fact that in higher 
speeds the VF was more interactive (i.e. window 2 was triggered more 
often than usual) - when comparing the proportion of time of using window 
2 (if the fish were close vs far or slow vs fast), in the close-fast cases, 
window 2 was used more often than the others using a two-sample 
Kolmogorov Smirnov test (with ‘close-slow’, ‘far-fast’ and ‘far-slow’ all 
p<0.0001) (Fig. S14). The same is true when comparing ‘close-slow’ with 
the far cases (with ‘far-fast’: p<0.0001; ‘far-slow’: p=0.0008), indicating that 
spatial proximity triggers this as well. 

∼ τ = 0

∼ 0
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Figure 4: Temporal coupling in high speeds: A The correlation functions 
between a RF with a reciprocal VF. A curve obtained from all the data (any 
speed) is depicted with a dashed blue line. For comparison, the black solid 
curve shows what we obtain when we filter for cases of high speeds (both 
fish had a mean speed >0.065m/s). Both lines are overlaid on top of each 
other by presenting them in a y-axis range that aligns their mean values. 
The arrows outline the relative changes that occur in specific peaks. B 
shows the same as A, for two RF, for comparison. 

Discussion 

We demonstrate that pairs of juvenile zebrafish swimming together tend to 
alternate with regards to their speeds - when one accelerates the other 
decelerates and vice versa. We revealed, directly from data, the phase 
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response curve between two interacting fish. By doing so, we see that fish 
are oblivious to one another in the first moments after the start of their own 
burst (~100 ms), which is the duration of their typical burst (acceleration). In 
their subsequent ‘responsive window’, they tend to respond by doubling the 
delay from their conspecific; that is, if B beat t after the focal A (focal A’s 
tailbeat is t=0), then A would respond by beating next at 2t. Such a simple 
'rule of thumb' could allow the fish to achieve alternation. To ask whether it 
is, indeed, sufficient we proposed a simple data-driven model, based on 
these findings, and tested it by implementing it as a virtual conspecific. We 
find a distinct peak in the correlation function of the reciprocal VF case, that 
doesn’t appear in one-way interaction scenarios (the RF affecting the VF 
but not the other way around, and vice versa) that we compared it with. 
Moreover, by accounting for interactions that occurred at relatively higher 
speeds (justified from 2 RF interactions), we reveal similar temporal 
dynamics as observed between 2 RF.  

Discontinuous movement is probably imposed on fish, and this work deals 
with how they have evolved to potentially ‘work around’ this issue, to 
facilitate effective social interactions. We can hypothesise why fish couple 
in such a way. Speed oscillations can also be considered as perceptual 
oscillations - for instance, of higher and lower levels of visual sensitivity, 
due to motion blur occurring at higher speeds. Do fish have such 
perceptual oscillations? The oblivious period in the first 100 ms of the PRC 
is equal roughly to their typical burst duration (Fig. S15), supporting this 
claim. Therefore by entering this synchronous regime, fish can become 
more attuned to each other, aiding them to move together. In other words, 
this could play a functional role; fish that are temporally coupled might be 
‘paying attention’ more to each other, compared to others in their visual 
field. This is the topic of Chapter 2. 

Regarding the simple model we have derived from our data, while it reveals 
insights into the dynamics that result in alternating coupling we still lack a 
full mechanistic understanding of the perceptual or cognitive processes 
involved, but nonetheless we show that such a simple rule is sufficient. It 
remains an open question as to what exactly the fish compute; for instance, 
maybe after each tailbeat, they start an internal ‘timer’ counting the time 
since their last tailbeat, to know how to respond. Also it remains to be 
determined what kinematic features (if any) they are they picking up on 
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from their neighbour. Regardless of these details, this seems to be a very 
computationally cheap, and thus biologically plausible, method for coupling.  

It is also worth thinking about what elements of the fish’s motion were 
essential for us to include (in addition to the model itself) in order to close 
this ‘interaction loop’. Our results suggest that 1D motion is sufficient (the 
virtual fish has no angular velocity), but also we find that the magnitude of 
the VF speed (the VF reaching higher speeds) has an effect. In these 
cases, we see a more clear alternating pattern, similar to what we observe 
between 2 RF, indicating that space and time cannot be simply teased 
apart in this way. 

The fish in our study exhibited an irregularity of their period lengths over 
time. They exhibit no free-running frequency of burst-and-glide periods. 
Fireflies, by contrast, show relatively stable inter-flash intervals. The fish 
also showed almost no memory of their previous period lengths also when 
in pairs. This suggests that this system is an example of synchronisation of 
temporally-irregular individuals, which, to the best of our knowledge, not 
much work has dealt with such animal collectives. Synchronisation of 
temporally-irregular oscillators seems intuitively harder to achieve, so it is 
interesting to see how fish have ‘solved’ this problem. 

From a more ecological and evolutionary perspective, it makes sense that 
fish, that live in constant threat of being eaten, would be tuned to be less 
predictable in their movement patterns, and follow less clear, stereotyped 
behaviour - thus their irregular beating patterns could be adaptive. If we 
compare this with firefly synchronous flashing for example, their synchrony 
is a collective mating display, enabling the males to attract females from 
afar, and to distinguish them from other species. Fish on the other hand, 
swimming in high-risk areas, want to avoid predation, and need to move in 
surprising ways, both spatially and temporally. 

Methods 

Fish 
All experiments were conducted on 1 cm ± 0.1 cm long zebrafish of age 24 
to 26 days post-fertilisation raised in a room at 28° C on a 16 h light, 8 h 
dark cycle. The fish were bred and raised by the animal care staff of the 
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Department of Collective Behaviour at the Max Planck Institute of Animal 
Behavior and the University of Konstanz. Fish were transferred to the 
experimental room at least 12 h prior to the experiments in water from their 
holding tanks. This ensured that the water quality and temperature in the 
experimental room was the same as in their holding facility. This water was 
also used in the VR setups where a water change was done once a day. All 
fish were tested individually. They were naïve, and chosen at random from 
their holding tanks. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the 
animal ethics permit approved by Regierungspräsidium Freiburg, G-17/170.  

Fish length measurement 
Fish length was measured by recording them using a custom-built set-up 
where we mounted a camera close by to a petri dish. Using the TRex 
software (Walter and Couzin, 2021), we measured the length of the midline  
of the fish. 

2 RF experiments 
2d tracking  

We tracked pairs of juvenile zebrafish in petri dishes of 28.7 cm diameter or 
a square arena of size of 30x30 cm. Water was filled to ~0.5cm depth, to 
allow the fish to swim at ease, but confined to a quasi 2D environment. The 
fish were filmed from above at 100 fps with Basler cameras 
(acA2040-90um 2K NIR) and lit from below with an array of infrared lights. 
The set-up was lit from above with visible light to allow the fish to see each 
other and the environment, with DÖRR DLP-2000 LED. Room temperature 
was kept at 26° Celsius. Experiments were carried out during the day, 
between 09:00-18:00. After being transferred to the arena, each individual 
first got 5 min for acclimatization in the square arena, and 20 min in the 
circular arena. In the square arena we executed 10 trials with 10 different 
pairs, each for 55 min, between 6.12.2017-22.01.2018. In the petri dish, we 
recorded 19 pairs, each for 100 min between 7-14.09.2020. 

The fish were tracked using the TRex software (Walter and Couzin, 2021). 
To reliably detect the fish, we used an intensity threshold of 22 (to detect 
only objects that had similar color as the fish) and blob sizes in the range of 
0.001 to 1 (to filter for specific object sizes which are around the size of the 
fish). The videos were cropped to fit the size of the arena. 
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The VR experimental design 

Experiments were conducted during 13-16.12.2020, in a VR setup 
produced by loopbio GmbH. One can refer to Stowers et al. (2017) for 
details of the set-up. In total, 65 individuals were tested. The fish were 
tested in an acrylic bowl of diameter 34 cm between 7:00 and 19:00. After 
transferring to the test arena, each individual first got 20 minutes for 
acclimatization, and then the fish were tested with one VF designed to 
swim back and forth 24 cm in a straight line in the centre of the bowl in a 
random direction, 3 cm below the water surface. The period of the burst 
and glide of the virtual fish is controlled according to the PRC rule or 
randomly selected from pre-collected periods of real fish (see below). The 
detailed burst-and-glide patterns of VF were controlled with a piecewise 
function (see Fig. S16): 

 

Where  is the speed of virtual fish at time .  represents the start of 
the period. Note that the start of the acceleration can happen when the VF 
had different instantaneous speeds. In general, when the virtual fish 
accelerates (its burst), is according to 0.88 m/s2. 

The implementation of the PRC rule for the reciprocal VF 

The main function of the PRC is to evaluate the period length of the virtual 
fish for the ongoing round, namely when to start the next cycle with the 
burst. The period of virtual fish is determined based on the time difference 
between the burst time of the virtual fish and the burst time of the real fish, 
t. According to t, the periods of the virtual fish are separated into 3 
windows. If t<100ms, the virtual fish randomly selects one period larger 
than 100 ms from the typical periods of real fish. If 100ms≤t≤400 ms, the 
virtual fish gets a period of 2t, if t>400 ms, we randomly select a period 
larger than 400 ms from the typical periods (see Fig. S10 for the flowchart 
and Fig. S11a for an example).  

As a control experiment, we also have a virtual fish completely randomly 
determined by just sampling its next period length from the distribution of 
typical periods (see Fig. S11B for an example). We also did a control with a 

v = {0.88t + 0.188 if t ≤ 0.12
e−10.5t−0.823 otherwise 

v t t = 0
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simulation, where the virtual fish ‘interacted’ (was controlled the same way 
as the reciprocal VF) with (pre-recorded) real fish data.  

Data analysis 

Data processing and analysis was done with MATLAB version 2020a. 

RF kinematics 

We analysed the general statistics of the fish kinematics. This includes the 
durations of the bursts (the time between the minima to maxima of the 
speed) and the durations of the glides (the time between the maxima to 
minima of the speed).  

Speed calculation and filtering 
The instantaneous speed was calculated using a five-point stencil method, 
more precisely: 

 

 

Where  is in frames. Then the time series of the speed is obtained by 

 

This was then smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter with a window of 11 
frames (=110ms) and a polynomial order of 2. 

Minima detection 
The minima of the speeds (the start of each tailbeat) were detected using the 
findpeaks function in MATLAB on . Minima that were above 10 cm/s or 
below -5 cm/s were discarded as outliers. Also, minima that weren’t followed 
by a pronounced acceleration (100 ms after the minima the increase in speed 
was <2 cm/s) were also discarded to only account for actual bursts and not 
small variations in speed. Examples of the speed and the detected minima 
are shown in Fig. S1. 

vx(t) =
−x(t+2) + 8x(t+1) − 8x(t−1) + x(t−2)

12

vy(t) =
−y(t+2) + 8y(t+1) − 8y(t−1) + y(t−2)

12

t

v = v2
x + v2

y

−v
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Distance between the fish 
2D Euclidean distance was calculated by calculating the Euclidean norm of 
the difference between the x- and y-coordinates of both fish per each frame. 

Temporal coupling correlation 
Time windows of 100 frames (1 s) were extracted from each fish. In these 
times the fish had to be close to each other (< 5 cm Euclidean 2D distance for 
at least 0.75 s). The cross-correlation was calculated on a discretisation of 
the speed, which is the timing of the minima (the timing of the bursts). This 
was calculated according to 

 where  when  and , and  otherwise. Note 
that each  was cushioned with a Gaussian window, according to 

 
Where  is the window length of 5 frames (=50ms), and  is the width factor 
of 2.5. The correlation function then reads 

. 

We present the sum over all these cases. Due to the symmetrical 
relationships between two RF, we treated all these fish as the focal fish. This 
results in a symmetrical functional form because here . 

Therefore in these cases we present only when   and the sum is then 
. We fit gaussian functions to each correlation function, to robustly 

find its peak value. 

Beat-timing autocorrelation 
The autocorrelation was calculated similarly to the cross correlation between 
two fish, only by using the same fish with itself, that is 

. 
For the speed autocorrelation we used the MATLAB function autocorr on the 
speed itself. 

Phase response curve estimation 
We detected cases where the fish were close (< 5 cm Euclidean 2D distance 
for at least 0.75 s out of the 1 s window). If the focal fish had less than three 
tailbeats within this time this was skipped. For each specific tailbeat of the 
focal, we checked how long after that was the tailbeat of the neighbour (in 

B ∈ {0,1} B = 1 ·v = 0 ··v < 0 B = 0
B = 1

w(n) = e− 1
2 ( α * n

(L − 1)/2) )2

L α

Cij(τ) = Bi(t) ⋅ Bj(t + τ)

Cij(τ) = Cji(−τ)
τ > 0

ΣCij( |τ | )

Cii(τ) = Bi(t) ⋅ Bi(t + τ)
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case there was a tailbeat of the neighbour within the two consecutive 
tailbeats of the focal). We then asked when was the next tailbeat of the focal, 
so we could plot this period length over  (which is ). To detect if the 

pattern we observed is a true effect, we computed the same analysis but with 
randomised pairs. 

VR experiment 

We analysed the VR experiment the same way we did with two RF. Data 
when the VF flipped its’ direction of motion (the 180° turns), as well as data 
due to occasional inherent VR error (i.e. incorrect VF speeds, when 

 or  which are beyond the values of all 

possible ) was excluded. 

Bi − Bj τ

vvf > 0.05m /s vvf < − 0.05m /s
vvf
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Figure S1: Examples of speeds of the RF and VF. A The speed of the RF. 
B The speed of the VF. In both plots in red the binary signal extracted from 
the speed is shown (rescaled by a factor of 0.01 for better visibility).  
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Figure S2: The autocorrelation of the RF. A The autocorrelation of the 
speed. B The autocorrelation of the tailbeat times, calculated similarly to how 
the cross correlation between two fish was calculated (see the methods 
section for details), normalized by dividing by the sum. In both plots we 
compare cases when the fish were close (d<0.05 m) and far (d>0.1 m). 
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Figure S3: Period lengths compared with their succeeding periods. 
Comparison of a period length with its’ four succeeding periods. Each curve 
depicts a probability density function obtained with a kernel density 
estimation. The plot on the left shows data from when the fish were close 
(d<0.05 m) and on the right when they were far (d>0.1 m). Although we see 
some differences, when comparing the four distributions on the left with their 
respective counterparts on the right, we found no significant statistical 
difference using a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (T1 - T2: p=0.42; T1 - 
T3: p=0.16; T1 - T4: p=0.65; T1 - T5: p=0.33; N=3375 for all the far distributions, 
so the close distributions were subsampled to equal this sample size). 
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Figure S4: The method for calculating the correlation function to 
characterise the temporal relationship between the fish. In this case 
this is between a RF and a VF, but the same method applies for two real 
fish. Example speed (A), the tailbeat-times from these speeds (B) and the 
corresponding correlation function (C). Note that when calculating the 
correlation function time-lagged data of the RF is used which isn’t shown in 
these plots. 
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Figure S5: The procedure for quantifying the coupling. We normalize 
each correlation function by  where  is the total number of cases 

that were correlated in each function. We then shift the function to  by 
subtracting with the mean, and calculate the integrals of each peak. (A) is 
for cases when the fish were close (d<0.05 m) and (B) is for cases when 
the fish were far (d>0.05 m). We did the same analysis for shuffled pairs 
(100 repetitions). 

ΣCrv / ̂t ̂t
y = 0
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Figure S6: Probability density functions of the distributions of the 
largest peak areas found from the randomisations described in Fig. 
S5. We obtain the probability density functions with a kernel density 
estimation. The five largest peaks from d<0.05 m are shown in red, and the 
five largest peaks from d>0.05 m are shown in yellow. All close cases have 
no overlap with the random distributions (i.e. p=0). 
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Figure S7: The correlation function between two RF plotted for each 
pair separately.  
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Figure S8: The corresponding distances between the fish mapped 
onto the PRC plot. Each bin corresponds to a certain time lag of the 
neighbour to the focal (x axis) and the resulting period length of the focal (y 
axis), as in the PRC plot of Fig. 2. In each bin we show the median (A) and 
mean (B) distances between the two fish in those cases. 
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Figure S9: The corresponding speeds of the focal fish mapped onto 
the PRC plot. Each bin corresponds to a certain time lag of the neighbour 
to the focal (x axis) and the resulting period length of the focal (y axis), as 
in the PRC plot of Fig. 2. In each bin we show the mean speed of the focal 
fish. 
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Figure S10: A flowchart of the feedback control of the periods of the 
virtual fish. 

timer<400 ms?

timer>100 ms?

random select a period
larger than timer for

virtual fish
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No

No

Yes

Yes
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No
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Yes

control VF based on fitted
burst glide swimming pattern

No
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and reset timer to 0 and
period to undefined

period undefined?

Yes

No

update timer using next frame
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Figure S11: An example of the reciprocal virtual fish swimming speed. 
The order of appearance of windows 1-3 is according to our rule (A) and 
applying random periods (B). Windows 1-3 are according to the burst time 
difference between the VF and RF ( , see text for details) 

between: [0ms, 100ms], [100ms, 400ms] and [400ms, +]. 

t = tvf − trf
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Figure S12: Comparison of the reciprocal VF with the nonreciprocal VF 
and the simulation. Probability density functions (obtained with a kernel 
density estimation) of the distributions of the largest peak areas of the 
shuffled pairs. In red, we show the area of the peaks from the real (not 
shuffled) curve. In the reciprocal case, we show two peaks. When testing the 
proportion of data points from the random distribution that are above the red 
data points, the peaks in the reciprocal and nonreciprocal cases prove to be 
significantly different, with the reciprocal p=0.0100 and p=0; the nonreciprocal 
p=0 and the simulation isn’t significant with p=0.56. 
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Figure S13: Statistics of the temporal coupling between the RF with the 
reciprocal VF when they were fast. A The correlation function, normalised 
and shifted. B The probability density function of all the peaks from 100 
correlation functions obtained from shuffled pairs. We obtain the probability 
density function with a kernel density estimation. The data points correspond 
to the area of the peaks in A. When testing the proportion of data points from 
the random distribution that are above the coloured data points, the red point 
is statistically significantly different, with p=0.0023, as well as the purple and 
yellow (p=0 in both cases). The green and light blue are both not significantly 
different with p=0.25 and p=0.18 respectively. 
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Figure S14: Comparison of window 2 usage. Boxplots comparing the 
fraction of time window 2 was used (out of the three windows). N=31 in 
each (each datapoint coming from one fish). Close cases are cases when 
the two fish were <5 cm for more than 0.75 out of 1 s, and far cases are 
cases when they were >10 cm for more than 0.75 out of 1 s. Slow cases 
cor responds to cases where the speed o f bo th f i sh was 

 and for high speeds . 0.03m /s < v < 0.06m /s 0.06m /s < v < 0.09m /s
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Figure S15: Statistics of the kinematics of the RF. Probability density 
functions showing the burst durations (time between  to the nearby ) 

(A), and the glide durations (time between  to the nearby ) (B). 

vmin vmax

vmax vmin
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Figure S16: The burst and glide pattern of the virtual fish. The pattern is 
based on the piecewise function described in the methods section.  
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CHAPTER 2: Connectivity based on temporal coupling in collective 
motion 

Guy Amichay, Máté Nagy and Iain D. Couzin 

Keywords: collective motion, zebrafish, virtual reality, interaction rules, 
self-organisation, causality  

Abstract 
Various models have been proposed in the study of collective motion. It has 
been assumed, for instance, that individuals assess spatial (i.e. metric 
distance) or numerical (‘topological’) features of their social environment. 
Here we propose a complimentary approach whereby individuals’ social 
connectivity is also impacted via temporal features. Juvenile zebrafish 
(Danio rerio) exhibit a swimming pattern that, like many other fish, can be 
characterised as a cycle (of varying length) consisting of a quick burst of 
acceleration followed by a longer glide, mostly a passive deceleration, 
resulting in an (irregular) oscillation of their speeds. By analyzing freely 
swimming pairs of zebrafish we find a specific temporal coupling whereby 
the timings of their bursts tend to alternate: when one fish is accelerating 
the other is decelerating and vice versa. To establish if there are functional 
consequences of this temporal coupling we employed a state-of-the-art 
immersive virtual reality system in which we could control the causal nature 
of information transmission from a leading virtual fish to a following real 
fish, and thus establish the relationship between temporal coupling and 
social influence. Real fish were found to regulate their behavior such that 
they tended to beat their tail with a fixed temporal lag (of approximately 320 
ms) with respect to the virtual fish irrespective of the tailbeat frequency of 
the latter (period lengths ranged from 240-360 ms, representing the natural 
range exhibited by real fish). When able to maintain this particular temporal 
relationship we found that real fish were more responsive to a sudden 
directional change of the virtual leader (better able to maintain spatial 
proximity shortly after the turn), as compared to cases when they weren’t 
coupled in this way prior to the turn. We found that this relationship wasn’t 
purely based on properties like spatial proximity. This suggests, therefore, 
that temporal relationships influence social coupling in ways that have 
hitherto been overlooked.  
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Introduction 
Understanding how multiple units interact with each other is of great 
importance in the study of biological systems, whether it be the intricate 
workings of the immune system (Seiden and Celada, 1992) or interactions 
between whole organisms in groups or populations (Camazine et al., 2001; 
Couzin and Krause, 2003; Sumpter 2010). This proves challenging, however, 
due to the fact that the entities comprising these systems are continuously 
interacting, their networks of interaction continuously changing, and so on. 

For animal collective motion, specifically, a few underlying rules have been 
proposed. For instance, there are simple models incorporating only alignment 
interactions (Vicsek et al., 1995), or models also with added repulsion and 
attraction with neighbours that are within some metric distance (Reynolds 
1987, Couzin et al., 2002). These models have been studied extensively with 
many different versions (a few notable examples include Jadbabaie et al., 
2003; Tanner et al., 2007), and also analytically in the hydrodynamic limit 
(Toner and Tu, 1998). There were also empirical efforts that tested the 
assumptions of these models, showing some agreement (e.g. Lukeman et al., 
2010). 

There may be other factors that influence with whom an individual interacts. 
For example, by analyzing freely flying birds, it was suggested that individuals 
interact via so-called topological interactions. In this case, each bird pays 
attention to a fixed number of neighbours regardless (to an extent) of their 
distance (Ballerini et al., 2008). Other studies have shown, in schooling fish, 
that neither metric nor topological interactions well-describe how social 
influence spreads in groups, finding instead that visual connectivity provides a 
much better predictor of who influences whom (Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 
2013; Rosenthal et al., 2015; Sosna et al., 2019). 

Relatively few studies, however, have considered the possible role of 
temporal coupling among individuals. Swain et al. (2015) found that banded 
killifish exhibit rhythmic oscillating speeds, much like a sine-wave (each 
resulting from multiple regular, higher frequency, tailbeats). These fish were 
found to exhibit strong temporal coupling such that they maintained an out-of-
phase relationship with their nearest neighbours; thus for a pair of fish, as one 
sped up the other slowed down, and vice versa. The authors did not, 
however, conduct experiments to test explicitly how such coupling impacts 
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information transfer. In Harpaz et al. (2017), the authors investigated the 
temporal nature of sensing in groups of zebrafish, finding evidence that 
individuals are governed by active and passive modes, suggesting that their 
computation isn’t continuous as previously assumed in most models. 

The role of temporal coupling in collective motion has also been explored 
theoretically. For instance, how would random motion affect the 
synchronization between oscillators (e.g. fireflies flashing or crickets 
chirping)? It was found that if the timescale of the motion is much shorter than 
that of the sync (of chaotic oscillators, i.e., exhibiting irregular oscillations), it 
could be neglected (Frasca et al., 2008). A similar result was found for 
Kuramoto oscillators, with the addition that very fast movements could disrupt 
the sync process (Fujiwara et al., 2011). These are complex phenomena, and 
naturally depend on the type of oscillators at play. Another addition is to 
consider agents that also coordinate their motion (not just random walkers). 
O’Keeffe et al. (2017) introduced ‘Swarmalators’, which are oscillators that 
sync and swarm. They modelled active agents (with some attraction and 
repulsion to each other) that are each also equipped with an internal 
oscillator. They consider the possible correspondence between these two 
forms of coupling, essentially influencing each other (so temporally coupled 
oscillators would be in some way also more strongly spatially interacting). By 
combining these dynamics, they reveal five collective states, some of which 
weren’t described before.  

One of the challenges in studying the role of temporal coupling in groups is 
that, even with pairs of individuals, there exist issues with respect to 
determining the causality of social influence. This becomes especially 
complex if the strength of influence varies with respect to multiple properties 
such as both spatial and temporal relationships. It is therefore a daunting task 
to fully understand the causality of information flow in animal groups, a 
property compounded as group size increases. One approach is to apply 
information-theoretic tools such as transfer entropy, which, in theory at least, 
may be able to give insight into the causal structure of information flow in 
mobile groups (e.g.: Orange and Abaid, 2015; Lord et al., 2016). It remains 
unclear, however, if such methods can, in fact, do so for out-of-equilibrium 
systems such as mobile collectives and thus conclusions drawn can remain 
uncertain. 
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A complimentary direction is to employ experiments in which manipulations, 
such as the change of motion of one, or more, individuals is induced to 
determine the influence on others. For example Strandburg-Peshkin et al. 
(2013) trained individuals to move towards a known stimulus (‘informed’ 
individuals), and then created mixed groups of informed and uninformed. 
When presenting such stimuli, the informed individuals responded first and 
this response propagated through the group. The nature of this ‘contagion’ 
was best described with a visual network, compared to a metric or topological 
one. Likewise Rosenthal et al. (2015) used a similar approach in analysing 
startle response cascades. This approach has been successful in allowing 
researchers to predict, fairly accurately, how information (changes in 
behavior) spreads through large groups, but many questions remain 
regarding the precise nature of pairwise interactions.  

One approach that offers increased control regarding the causality of social 
influence is to embed animals with artificial conspecifics. This can be in the 
form of a robot (Faria et al., 2010, and Polverino et al., 2012) or a virtual 
conspecific using virtual reality systems (Stowers et al., 2017; Larsch and 
Baier, 2018). The advantages of a physical robot are also its drawbacks - on 
the one hand it has physical presence and appearance, but on the other hand 
that might make it harder to ‘trick’ the real fish that the robot is real. In 
addition, scaling to multiple robots is extremely hard, or practically impossible.  
When dealing with organisms that are predominantly visual, such as juvenile 
fish, that due to their small size experience low Reynolds values of  
(McHenry and Lauder, 2005) (thus preventing them from creating nonlocal 
wakes) visual cues are sufficient, as has been shown in virtual reality (VR) 
(Stowers et al., 2017; Sridhar, 2020). 

In the present study we make use of a novel virtual reality system (Stowers et 
al., 2017), that enables us to project ‘holographic’ objects to a freely 
swimming fish. In our first experiment, we aimed to see whether real fish will 
temporally couple with a virtual conspecific swimming with fixed tailbeat 
frequencies in a straight line. After confirming this, we then proceed by 
conducting a similar experiment, but in this case also adding sudden sharp 
turns made by the virtual fish, that the following real fish would need to 
spatially adjust to. We analyse these cases, to see whether knowledge of 
their temporal coupling prior to these turns, can reveal how well the real fish 

Re < 300
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responds. Our analysis provides evidence that temporal coupling is an 
important parameter of social influence.     

Results 
Our first experiment consisted of a virtual fish (henceforth VF) that swam on a 
horizontal plane back and forth in a straight trajectory (1D motion) for ~6 s 
and then turned to move along the same trajectory, but in the opposite 
direction (180° turn), 3 cm below the surface of the water (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1 
show example trajectories of 2 fish swimming together). The VF were set to 
swim with fixed tailbeat frequencies (using five different frequencies that 
correspond to the range exhibited by real fish - Fig. S2). 

We then tested whether the real fish (henceforth RF) will temporally couple 
with these different VF, and in what way. To do so, we transform their speed 
over time into a binary signal - with information only about the timing of their 
minima (the starts of the accelerations) (Fig. S3). We then used a correlation 
technique on these events, from which we obtain a correlation function that 
defines how the fish relate to each other with respect to their tailbeat times 
(Fig. S4). We found that the RF couples with the VF, showing a typical lag of 
~320 ms (peaks in the correlation functions) after the tailbeats of the VF, 
regardless of the frequency (Fig. 1B and C, Fig. S5, Fig. S6). We fit a 
Gaussian to each of these peaks to reliably detect their maxima - for each VF 
period length, with 95% confidence bounds, these were: Tv=240 ms: 311.8 
ms, ±5.7 ms; Tv=270 ms: 327.6 ms, ±10.8 ms; Tv=300 ms: 332.9 ms, ±8.7 
ms; Tv=330 ms: 330.9 ms, ±5 ms; Tv=360 ms: 323.3 ms, ±3 ms. 
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Figure 1: Temporal coupling with fixed-frequency VF. A Example 
trajectories of both fish swimming together for 5 s (the VF in red and RF in 
blue). The datapoints are semi-transparent to allow for better visualisation 
of their bursty motion. B Sum of the correlation functions of the tailbeat 
times of the two fish, split to different plots according to the VF's fixed 
period length  in the time window that was sampled. We show the sum of 

all  (the correlation values) over  (the time lags) in blue. To reliably 
detect the peak maxima, each peak was fitted with a Gaussian, denoted in 
red. Purple areas show the range of peaks detected from all five plots. C  
(the corresponding lags of the  peaks in B) over the different . We show 

 as the functional form of two perfectly alternating fish on this 
plane, in comparison to . The purple area is the same as in B. 

Next, we asked whether this form of temporal coupling is indicative of a 
‘stronger’ spatial interaction; that is, if the RF would be more reactive to its 
neighbour. In order to do so, we replicated this experiment but also with a 
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y = x /2
y = 0.32
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relatively sharp (but biologically-meaningful (Rosenthal et al., 2015; Sosna et 
al., 2020)) change in direction (60°) by the VF (Fig. S7). In this way, we can 
analyse these data and ask if knowledge about temporal coupling prior to the 
VF’s turn is indicative of the RF’s reaction to that turn. 

To reveal the possible importance of this temporal coupling (of the observed 
320 ms lag), we can split our data according to the relative coupling between 
the real and virtual fish. This is measured by  (how strong the temporal 

correlation was, proportional to how many tailbeats overlapped with a certain 
time lag - see the methods section for a detailed explanation) and the 
difference of  from a 320 ms lag (how close they were to the shared peak 

, as in Fig. 1B). Initially, to assess whether differences in coupling are 
indicative of social influence, we first visualised the 2D Euclidean distance 
between the fish over time (taking spatial proximity as a proxy for interaction) 
for a variety of values of  when  (Fig. S8). After 

confirming that we don’t observe any unexpected behaviour in this wide 
range of values, we focused on comparing  (roughly 
0.25 of a typical RF period) and  (with higher precision 
we risk having too few data) as two cases where the lags were either very far 
or very close to the the typical lag of 320 ms (Fig. 2). We see that the median 
distance after the VF turn when  was approximately 4-5 
body lengths (BL) while when  it was approximately 3 
BL (Fig. 2A and B). When we compare the distance distributions of 

 and  after the VF turn (binning 
into time bins of 0.5 s) we see a statistically significant difference, meaning 
that when  the fish were closer to the VF, suggesting 
that they were more reactive when temporally coupled (sampling only one 
datapoint per bin to account for pseudo-replication; N=184 for each bin of 

 and N=485 for ; using a two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: 0s<t<0.5s: p=8.2e-05, 0.5s<t<1s: 
p=2.8e-06, 1s<t<1.5s: p=0.0001 and 1.5s<t<2s: p=0.0001) (Fig. S9). 

The data from three of the four time bins prior to the turn (-2 s to -0.5 s) 
showed no significant statistical difference between the distance distributions, 
suggesting that there isn’t necessarily any spatial bias before the turn as both 
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 and  had no difference in spatial 
proximity to the VF (-2s<t<-1.5s: p=0.206; -1.5s<t<-1s: p=0.089, -1s<t<-0.5s: 
p=0.147, -0.5s<t<0s: p=0.046); therefore, its’ response cannot be explained 
solely by spatial proximity (Fig. S9). 

We can ask if temporal coupling can be indicative of the responsiveness of 
the fish in a different way, to further examine how robust these results are. By 
p o o l i n g t h e s e d a t a t o g e t h e r ( o f  a n d

), we calculate the mean distance at t=0. This serves 
as a threshold value. We then then compare data at different time periods 
with this threshold value. When we compare the proportion of time that they 
were below the threshold distance, we see a statistically significant difference 
b e t w e e n  a n d . W h e n 

, they were more often closer after the turn in all the 
bins tested (proportion test: 0s<t<0.5s: p<0.01, 0.5s<t<1s: p<0.001, 
1s<t<1.5s: p<0.001 and 1.5s<t<2s: p<0.05). In the bin before the turn 
-0.5s<t<0s they weren’t statistically significantly different (Fig. 2E). 

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms |τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms
|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms |τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms
|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms
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Figure 2: Temporal coupling and responsiveness. A-D The 2D Euclidean 
distance between the RF and VF over time (from 2 s before the VF turn, up to 
2 s after), in body lengths (BL). The dashed lines depict the time of the VF 
turn. A and B show the raw data superimposed with transparency to allow for 
better visibility (originally there are 485 cases in B, so a random subset of 184 
cases is shown, to match A). In red and orange the instantaneous mean and 
median are shown, respectively. C and D show the same data, in a 2D 
histogram (normalized). A and C show cases of ( ), 
whereas B and D are cases of ( ). E Bar charts of the 
proportions of tracks that were above a threshold d at different time bins. d is 
t he med ian va lue a t t=0 f rom bo th  and 

 ( p o o l i n g t h e d a t a ) . W e c o m p a r e  
 vs . 

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms
|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms
|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms
|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms |τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms
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Discussion 
We demonstrate that by establishing how individuals are coupled temporally 
we gain knowledge of how responsive they are to each other spatially; that is, 
how responsive they are to directional changes of a conspecific. Furthermore, 
we show that the commonly assumed metric distance isn’t always as 
insightful in assessing social influence.  

One way to explain why fish are more responsive to neighbours with certain 
temporal relationships is due to motion blur - when moving at higher speeds, 
they will likely perceive their surroundings less accurately; hence, they might 
attempt to reserve their ‘windows of perception' (low speeds) for information 
acquisition (Harpaz et al., 2017), such as to observe the relatively sudden 
changes of their neighbours’ position following a tailbeat.  

If alternating tailbeats does result in individuals being more ‘aware’ of each 
other, one possible outcome in such a case is ‘frustration’ (in a statistical 
physics context). If individual A is anti-phase coupled with B, C can couple in 
that way either with B or C, but not with both. It is yet to be tested, but it is 
interesting to see how multiple fish will ‘split-up’ the phase space between 
them. Will pairs remain in alternation? 

Similarly, we can ask whether (and if so, how) fish organize themselves 
spatially with regards to such oscillations. Swain et al. (2015) analysed data 
of pairs and triplets of banded killifish (Fundulus diaphanus) that also exhibit 
oscillations of speed. They find that they also oscillate with their relative 
bearings, but in the ranges predicted by Dill et al. (1997) to be optimal for 
social influence (detecting movement changes of the neighbour). It remains 
unclear how larger groups behave in this respect. 

Another future direction could aim to assess if, and if so how frequently,  
individuals switch their coupling from one neighbour to another. Rapid 
changes would effectively result in a ‘mean-field’ situation, where the fish 
samples from its entire neighbourhood more or less evenly. The other 
extreme would mean that there might be a gradual segregation and clustering 
of individuals due to their specific frequencies and relative phases. 

This work is one of the first steps in utilizing immersive virtual reality 
technologies for freely moving animals. It is of great interest now, to reveal 
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the exact differences between one- and two-way coupling; in one-way 
coupling we see that the fish (which is the only active player) keeps a fixed 
lag after the VF. In a two-way scenario, this lag has to be adjusted to 
accompany for both parties. Exactly how this ‘negotiation’ occurs is unclear 
(we begin this study in Chapter 1). 

As a final note, it is important to carefully interpret these findings. When we 
deal with many-body systems, it is often easy to take one side of the 
spectrum - the collective scale as opposed to the singular, pair or triad. It is 
convenient to look at averages at the population level; the same goes for the 
stripped-down case of only few agents. But perhaps the complexity arises 
somewhere in between. So we cannot yet assume that the findings here hold 
for larger groups. Do fish continue to temporally couple with one neighbour 
(and in the same way?), also when surrounded by much more neighbours? 
Future work should address such questions. 

Methods 
Fish 
All experiments were conducted on 1 cm ± 0.1 cm long zebrafish of age 24 
to 26 days post-fertilisation raised in a room at 28 °C on a 16 h light, 8 h 
dark cycle. A total of 78 fish were tested. The fish were bred and raised by 
the animal care staff of the Department of Collective Behaviour at the Max 
Planck Institute of Animal Behavior and the University of Konstanz. Fish 
were transferred to the experimental room at least 12 h prior to the 
experiments in water from their holding tanks. This ensured that the water 
quality and temperature in the experimental room was the same as in their 
holding facility. This water was also used in the VR setups where a water 
change was done once a day. All fish were tested individually. They were 
naïve, and chosen at random from their holding tanks. All experiments were 
conducted in accordance with the animal ethics permit approved by 
Regierungspräsidium Freiburg, G-17/170.  

Experiments were conducted, during 23-30.5.2020, in a VR setup produced 
by loopbio GmbH. One can refer to Stowers et al. (2017) for the details of 
the fishVR setup. Fish were tested in an acrylic bowl of a maximum of 34 
cm diameter sometime between 7:00 and 19:00. After transferring to the 
test arena, each individual first got 5 min for acclimatization, and then the 
VR stimulus began (a detailed description below). Every trial lasted 30 min 
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in total. Each fish first experienced 1 VF with no turns (no perturbations), 
followed by 30 min of the experiment with the VF turns. 

Fish length measurement 
Fish length was measured by recording them using a custom-built set-up 
where we mounted a camera close by to a petri dish. Using the TRex 
software (Walter and Couzin, 2021), we measured the length of the midline of 
the fish. 

One virtual fish with no turn 
VR experiments were carried out during the day at a room temperature of 26 
°C. In open-loop experiments, virtual fish motion was pre-defined according to 
fish kinematic statistics (Fig. S10). We then generated typical burst and glide 
patterns with different frequencies, keeping the integral equal, so the average 
speed in the different frequencies was fixed (Fig. S2).  
The VF model that we used in all experiments is the same as in Stowers et 
a., 2017. The VF appeared randomly within the bowl, 12 cm away from the 
planar (horizontal) centroid, oriented to face the centroid (with 0° pitch and 
roll). The VF were situated 3 cm below the surface of the water as in this 
region the projection is optimal and this allows for a long duration of 
swimming (compared with deeper positions due to the curvature of the bowl). 
The fish swam in a straight line through the 2D centroid of the bowl at that 
height. After swimming for ~6 s it turned to move along the same trajectory, 
but in the opposite direction (180° turn; we did this when the VF reached a 
minima of , which differed in the different frequencies). This continued for 1 
min and after which the VF disappeared. After 5-15 s (randomly chosen 
duration) it reappeared in a new random position, with a new random 
frequency (out of the five). Example trajectories are shown in Fig. S1. 

One virtual fish with a turn 
These experiments are equivalent to the experiments with no turns (and were 
carried out subsequently), except for the following differences:  
After the VF swam in a straight line for ~6 s it turned to move along the same 
trajectory, but in the opposite direction (180° turn). To ensure that the VF 
turned (±60°) somewhere within the centre of the bowl, and that the turn 
occurred at its’ tailbeat time ( ), each frequency had a specific timing after 
the VF initially appeared (T=240ms, tturn=9.6s; T=270ms, tturn=8.91s; 
T=300ms, tturn=9s; T=330ms, tturn=8.91s; T=360ms, tturn=8.64s). The VF 

v

vmin
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turned with a ±60° angle (randomly either left or right), and then continued to 
swim in that direction, exiting the bowl (the VF can, in principle, be projected 
to any position in space, so can ‘swim’ beyond the borders of the bowl and 
still be seen in finite distances). The VF then disappeared and after 5-15 s 
(randomly chosen duration each time) it reappeared in a new random 
position, with a new random frequency (out of the 5 we created). Example 
trajectories are shown in Fig. S7. 

Data analysis 

Data processing and analysis was done with MATLAB version 2020a. 

RF kinematics 

We analysed the general statistics of the fish kinematics. This includes the 
durations of the bursts (the time between the minima to maxima of the 
speed) and the durations of the glides (the time between the maxima to 
minima of the speed).  

Speed calculation and filtering 
The instantaneous speed was calculated using a five-point stencil method, 
more precisely: 

 

 

Where  is in frames (=10ms). Then the time series of the speed is obtained 
by 

 

This was then smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter with a window of 11 
frames (=110ms) and a polynomial order of 2. 

vx(t) =
−x(t+2) + 8x(t+1) − 8x(t−1) + x(t−2)

12

vy(t) =
−y(t+2) + 8y(t+1) − 8y(t−1) + y(t−2)

12

t

v = v2
x + v2

y
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Minima detection 
The minima of the speeds (the start of each tailbeat) were detected using the 
findpeaks function in MATLAB on . Minima that were above 10 cm/s or 
below -5 cm/s were discarded as outliers. Also, minima that weren’t followed 
by a pronounced acceleration (100 ms after the minima the increase in speed 
was <2 cm/s) were also discarded to only account for actual bursts and not 
small variations in speed. Examples of the speed and the detected minima 
are shown in Fig. S3. 

Distance between the fish 
2D Euclidean distance was calculated by calculating the Euclidean norm of 
the difference between the x- and y-coordinates of both fish per each frame. 

Temporal coupling correlation 
Time windows of 100 frames (1 s) were extracted from each fish. In these 
times the fish had to be close to each other (< 5cm Euclidean 2D distance for 
at least 0.75 s or 0.6 s). The cross-correlation was calculated on a 
discretisation of the speed, which is the timing of the minima (the timing of the 
bursts). This was calculated according to 

 where  when  and , and  otherwise. Note 
that each  was cushioned with a Gaussian window, according to 

 
Where  is the window length of 5 frames (=50ms), and  is the width factor 
of 2.5. The correlation function then reads 

. 

We present the sum over all these cases. 

We fit Gaussian functions to each correlation function, to robustly find its peak 
value. An example correlation function derived from 2 different speeds and 
their corresponding tailbeat times is given in Fig. S4. 

One-virtual fish - coupling 
We detected times when both fish were close (  at least 0.75 s in a 1 
s window) and then cross-correlated their tailbeat events. Data at the 180° 
turns was discarded. We then fit Gaussian functions to each curve (sum of 

−v

B ∈ {0,1} B = 1 ·v = 0 ··v < 0 B = 0
B = 1

w(n) = e− 1
2 ( α ⋅ n

(L − 1)/2) )2

L α

Cij(τ) = Bi(t) ⋅ Bj(t + τ)

d < 5cm
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the correlation function of the specific VF frequency) to detect its peak value 
for comparison. 
Data due to occasional inherent VR error (i.e. incorrect VF speeds) was 
excluded (when  or  which are beyond the 

values of all possible ). 

One-virtual fish - turn 
We cross-correlated the tailbeat events of both fish, 1 s before the turn 
occurred, if the two fish were close (  for at least 0.6 s). Data due to 
occasional inherent VR error (i.e. incorrect VF speeds) was excluded (when 

 or  which are beyond the values of all possible 

). 

vvf > 0.1m /s vvf < 0.005m /s
vvf

d < 5cm

vvf > 0.1m /s vvf < 0.005m /s
vvf
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SI 

 

Figure S1: Four different example trajectories of the RF swimming with 
the VF with no turns. The RF (in blue) swimming with the VF (red) for 20 s. 
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Figure S2: The five different period lengths used for the VF speed. The 
integral of the speed is equal in the different period lengths, to assure that 
they have the same average speed. 
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Figure S3: Examples of speeds of the RF and VF. The RF in (A) and VF in 
(B). In both plots, in red the binary signal extracted from the speed is shown 
(rescaled by a factor of 0.01 for better visibility). 
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Figure S4: The method for calculating the correlation function to 
characterise the temporal relationship between the fish. In this case 
this is between a RF and a VF, but the same method applies for two real 
fish). Example speed (A), the tailbeat times from these speeds (B) and the 
corresponding correlation function (C). Note that when calculating the 
correlation function time-lagged data of the RF is used which isn’t shown in 
these plots. 
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Figure S5: The procedure for quantifying the coupling. We normalize 
each correlation function by  where  is the total number of cases that 

were correlated in each function. We then shift the function to  by 
subtracting with the mean, and calculate the integrals of each peak. (A) is for 
cases when the fish were close (d<0.05 m) and (B) is for cases when the fish 
were far (d>0.1 m). We did the same analysis for shuffled pairs (100 
repetitions). 

ΣCrv / ̂t ̂t
y = 0
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Figure S6: Probability density function of the distribution of the largest 
peak areas found from the randomisations described in Fig. S5. We 
obtain the probability density function with a kernel density estimation. We 
combined all VF period lengths together here. The five largest peaks from 
d<0.05 m are shown in red, and the five largest peaks from d>0.1 m are 
shown in yellow (y values are randomly chosen between 0 to 1 for better 
visibility). Comparing d<0.05 m and d>0.1 m with the randomisation 
distribution shows that they are significantly different using a two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p=6.1e-04 and p=1.1e-04 respectively). 
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Figure S7: Four different example trajectories of the RF swimming with 
the VF that turns. The RF (in blue) swimming with the VF (red) 3 s before 
the VF turn and 2 s after. 
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Figure S8: The distance between the fish before and after the turn. 
Bottom plots show the raw data overlaid on top of each other with 
transparency to allow for better visibility. The red and orange curves show the 
instantaneous mean and median (respectively). Top plots show the same but 
for comparison, binned into 2D histograms. Each column stands for a 
different level of filtering. In the leftmost column we see cases of . 

The rest of the plots all show  with varying . 

 

C*RV < 1.3
C*RV > 1.3 |τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ |
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Figure S9: Probability density functions of the distance between the two 
fish before and after the VF turn, binned in time. Here we compare only 

 with . 

 

|τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | > 70ms |τ* − ⟨τ*⟩ | ≤ 30ms
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Figure S10: Statistics of the kinematics of the RF. Probability density 
functions showing the burst durations (time between  to the nearby ) 

(A), and the glide durations (time between  to the nearby ) (B). 

Author contributions: 

G.A. and I.D.C. conceived the project; G.A. M.N. and I.D.C. designed the 
VR experiments; G.A. implemented the VR experiments; G.A., M.N. and 
I.D.C. analysed the data; G.A. wrote the manuscript with input from all 
authors. 
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CHAPTER 3: Emergent self-sorting via speed oscillations in mobile 
animal groups 

Guy Amichay*, Daniel S. Calovi* and Iain D. Couzin 

Keywords: collective motion, active matter, temporal networks, ray-
casting, self-propelled particles, self-sorting, modular structures 

Abstract 
Collective motion (collectively moving in the same direction at the same time) 
and synchronisation of temporal oscillators  (the collective matching of some 
repeated process) have, independently of one another, been studied 
extensively, and it is only recently that systems that comprise both forms of 
coordination have been considered. We study a simple self-propelled particle 
model, but with the addition that each individual, as found in some fish 
species, exhibits continuous oscillations in speed. The outcome of this single 
addition can be spontaneous, and self-reinforcing, self-sorting of the local 
oscillatory phase among individuals, resulting in individuals with similar 
phases being, probabilistically, socially-connected to each other for longer 
durations. Whereas previous work has found self-sorting within, and between, 
groups can result from differences in speed, turning rate, and the spatial 
structure of social interactions, the mechanism found here explicitly results 
from the dynamic coupling between the temporal and spatial nature of 
interaction networks. 

Introduction 
In its simplest form, collective motion can be shown to result from local 
alignment (matching the direction of travel/body orientation with near 
neighbours) as individuals move through space. This is inherently related to 
studies of temporal synchronisation, where agents are not represented 
explicitly in space, but show a temporal matching - each agent is typically 
considered as an oscillator (an entity that changes its’ state over time in a 
periodic way), and they match their phases (the specific stage in the 
oscillation). Therefore, in both cases, we are dealing with a matching of a 
periodic variable (the 360 degrees of direction on a plane; and a dynamic 
repetitive process could also be mapped onto a circle).  
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Research on systems composed of units that are both moving in space, but 
also carry some form of phase (exhibit oscillatory behaviour), are increasingly 
studied (Frasca et al., 2008; Fujiwara et al., 2011; Prignano et al., 2013; 
O’Keeffe et al., 2017). One of the most interesting aspects of this interplay is 
that motion induces mixing and changes in the underlying network topology. 
Therefore it was found that differences in motion, creating more or less 
topological changes over time, can affect (and potentially hamper) the route 
to synchrony.  

More recently, systems where temporal coupling influences spatial interaction 
(and vice versa) were proposed, dubbed ‘Swarmalators’, which are oscillators 
that both sync in time and swarm (O’Keeffe et al., 2017). With generality in 
mind, each Swarmaltor was assigned with an internal oscillator, without 
specifying what its’ oscillation represents. When thinking about real-world 
systems though, animal movement often involves changing speed over time. 
For instance, many fish show movement patterns of short rapid accelerations 
followed by passive, longer glides - so-called burst-and-glide (or burst-and-
coast) motion (Harpaz et al., 2017; Calovi et al., 2018); locusts nymphs 
exhibit intermittent motion (Bazazi et al., 2012; Ariel et al., 2014). It was also 
shown that fish can couple such speed oscillations in an alternating fashion 
(when one accelerates the other decelerates) (Swain et al., 2015; Chapter 1).  

Such temporal coupling can have further importance. Swain et al. (2015) also 
analysed data of three fish swimming together, and saw that they essentially 
also oscillate with their relative bearing to one another - as predicted by Dill et 
al. (1997) to be optimal for the focal fish in detecting changes in the heading 
or speed of its’ neighbour. Also, in Chapter 2 we show that such temporal 
coupling can reveal how responsive a focal fish is towards its’ neighbour. 

Inspired by such systems, we decided to use the speed profile of the 
individual as its’ oscillator. For the sake of simplicity, we’ve addressed this by 
having sine-wave oscillations of the speeds of each individual (e.g. killifish 
motion could be characterised in this way (Swain et al., 2015)). We can then 
ask, whether if by merely adding these oscillations, we observe some form of 
self-sorting of phases, akin to what is observed in temporal synchronisation. 
We note, that by contrast to the examples of coupled oscillators described 
above, individuals do not measure and respond, explicitly, to others based on 
their relative phase (i.e. we do not explicitly enforce synchronisation). 
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However their relative phases may impact to whom they are connected to at 
each moment in time, which may in turn impact their relative positions, and so 
on. 

Due to the inherent heterogeneity of the individuals (they have different 
phases - the randomly assigned starting points on the speed oscillation), we 
can expect to see an uneven distribution of individuals in space, or in the 
network topology. There is a lot of evidence showing that individuals with 
similar phenotypes will become more closely associated within groups. In 
many fish schools individuals tend to be close to others of similar size 
(Pitcher et al., 1985; Parrish, 1989; DeBlois and Rose, 1996; Ward et al., 
2002) or conspecifics in multi species groups (Parrish, 1989). There are many 
ways with which we can charecterize individuals (e.g. sex, or some internal 
state such as hunger, age, etc). Krause (1993) for instance, found that 
starved fish (roach, Rutilus rutilus) tended to be positioned at the front of their 
group (probably to have better access to available food).  

Similarly, by varying parameters in a simple collective motion model it was 
shown that faster individuals will tend to occupy positions at the front of the 
group more so than others (Gueron et al., 1996; Couzin et al., 2002). If we 
assume that certain features of the phenotype (e.g. size) could be correlated 
with typical kinematics, we have a parsimonious explanation for the empirical 
findings noted above; animals don’t need sophisticated ways of identifying 
their (matching) peers, this can emerge solely from the fact that they move 
alike. 

Likewise, individuals with higher turning rate tend to occupy the rear and 
centre of the group more frequently, likely due to the fact that a higher turning 
rate is essentially slower movement, as the path is less directed (Couzin et 
al., 2002). Couzin et al. (2002) considered a zonal model - where each 
individual interacts with its’ neighbours by moving towards them (zone of 
attraction, the farthest interaction), aligning with them (zone of orientation, the 
mid-range zone) and moving away from them (zone of repulsion, the closest 
interaction). By varying the relative sizes of these zones (the radii away from 
the focal), they demonstrate that the zone of attraction had no affect over self-
sorting, but the zone of repulsion and orientation did. Individuals with a 
smaller repulsion radius tend to be in the front and centre of the group. The 
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zone of orientation had mostly an opposite effect, where the individuals with 
larger radii tending to occupy frontal positions. 

Here, we consider a simple collective motion model with the addition of speed 
oscillations, inspired by observations of schooling fish. As a control for our 
analyses, we compare our results with an identical model, but with fixed 
speeds. Moreover, we also relax the assumptions of this simplified model, 
and in addition also present a more ‘physiologically relevant’ model, based on 
visual networks, to see if we can generalise our findings. 

The model 
We modelled groups of 32 agents (which is in the range of what could be a 
natural group size for e.g. zebrafish (Suriyampola et al., 2016)) moving on 
a 2D plane. For simplicity, we define our network of interaction as a 
topological network (Ballerini et al., 2008) - meaning that each agent 
interacts with a fixed number of neighbours (here, the 10 closest 
neighbours, which will also be convenient for the vision-based model) 
irrespective of their physical distance. We later relax this, and see if our 
results can hold also for a more physiologically relevant interaction network 
- a visual network dictated by who each agent sees at each point in time 
(e.g. Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 2013). 

Once we have computed who interacts with whom, we can define how they 
respond to their neighbours. Our model is defined as follows. Each agent 
updates its next movement (in the next time step, where ) 
according to 

 

Where ,  and  are respectively the parameters controlling the intensity 
of alignment, attraction/repulsion and noise. The first term contains a 
description of alignment, where we have the unitary vector representing the 
sum over the velocity vector  of all  neighbours (including self 

interactions) of the focal fish . The second term refers to the attraction/
repulsion interactions, where:  

dt = 0.1s
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describes the force that agent  is subjected to due to its neighbour  in the 
direction  , which depends on the distance  between the pair, and the 

equilibrium distance  which in these simulations was taken to be 3 body 
lengths (BL). Lastly we have a unitary vector with randomly uniformly 
distributed orientation  which acts as noise to the system. 
Once the new heading is estimated, the displacement of each agent is 
updated as follows:  

 

where we see that agents have a sinusoidal speed variation going from 
zero to , and each agent has a different static phase  which is randomly 
sorted at the beginning of the simulation. Here we scaled the the maximum 
speed  as 0.1 BL, and the period of oscillation is 32 timesteps.  

Each trial consisted of 4800 timesteps, as the second half was determined 
to be indistinguishable from simulations with an order of magnitude longer 
duration (>50000 timesteps). 

Results 
Collective motion models typically exhibit a relatively abrupt transition from 
disordered to ordered motion when adjusting a control parameter, such as the 
noise in the system (e.g. Vicsek et al., 1995, Grégoire and Chaté 2004). 
Therefore we first characterise the disorder-order transition in our model, to 
know at what parameter values it would exhibit cohesive motion. We measure 
group ‘order’ by calculating the polarisation of the group  by 

 

which is the norm of the vector generated by the sum of all unitary velocity 
vectors of the agents:  when all agents are facing the same direction, 
and 0 if all velocities cancel each other out, which would mean no 
displacement of the center of mass. From that, we can derive a measure of 
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the susceptibility of the system - the linear response of the group 
(measured with, for instance, polarization changes) to a small change in 
the associated external field , quantified by introducing the -susceptibility  
measure (Calovi et al., 2015). This enables us to get a proxy of the 
responsiveness of the group to some external perturbation (such as a 
predator) without directly creating that effect. We obtain this from 

 

which is the square of the standard deviation of the polarisation , 
multiplied by the number of agents. Following Grégoire et al. (2003 and 
2004) we kept the noise fixed and varied the alignment (Grégoire et al. 
varied both attraction and alignment; since we are only concerned with 
collective motion and not the whole parameter space, we didn’t vary 
attraction and chose a single appropriate value for attraction of ). 
We find that the disorder-order transition occurs at an alignment intensity 

 for both the oscillating- and fixed speed models (Fig. 1). 
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P
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the model and its’ collective-scale 
characterisation. A An example of who a focal agent (in red) interacts 
with. The colour of each agent represents how the focal fish reacts to them: 
blue agents are the 10 closest, therefore the focal agent responds to them. 
Grey agents are the remaining agents that will be ignored by the focal. B 
The median polarization of the group  as a function of  for both the fixed- 
and oscillating speed models. Error bars depict standard deviation. C The 
mean susceptibility  as a function of  for both the fixed- and oscillating 
speed models. The dashed line in B and C indicates the peak in 
susceptibility at , which is where the transition occurs. 

To test whether the interactions result in any form of temporal phase 
relationship among individuals (i.e., are individuals with similar phases 
connected for longer durations?), we ask how phase difference relates to 
social connectivity (Fig. 2). We see that in the oscillating speed case, 
compared with the fixed speed counterpart, in edges that stayed connected 
for a longer time (the top of the heatmap), there is a bias towards similar 
relative phases , provided there is sufficiently high alignment,  , among 
individuals. In other words, agents with close phases (with high enough ) 
tend to be connected, on average, for longer - suggesting that spontaneous 
‘coupling’ of phases can emerge. After the disorder-order transition we see 
different regimes - no clear sorting according to phases below , and 
then at  the system seems to have a tendency to be ‘crystallized’, 
as the network of connections (the group) appears to be very stable. 

P β

χ β

β = 1.3

Δφ β
β

∼ β = 3
∼ β = 5
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Note that we also see differences in how stable the network topologies of the 
two models are - we see a clear peak at the top of the fixed-speed heatmaps 
already from  (Fig. 2), indicating that they are more rigid as compared 
with the oscillating-speed counterpart. 

β = 2
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Figure 2: Edge duration vs the phase difference. 2D probability density 
functions of the time pairs of agents were connected unidirectionally (as if A is 
connected to B, this need not be the same in the opposite direction - B 
connected to A), over  between them, for various values of  (top plots for 
the oscillating speed case, and bottom plots for the fixed speed case). For the 
fixed speeds case,  has no influence over the dynamics and is plotted this 
way only for the comparison. Note that  is randomly assigned for each 
individual and is fixed throughout. Each heatmap is drawn from the last 2400 
timesteps (half of the simulation length which is 4800 timesteps). In all 
heatmaps, colorbars are set with a cutoff of 0.015 for better visibility. 

Next, we show how this local ‘synchrony’ (the matching of similar relative 
phases) emerges over time. How long does it take the system to reach local 
synchrony? Does it happen only after the system has already become 
orientationally ordered (high )? We see very fast rises in  (for high enough 

), much faster than the time scale for the emergence of the clusters (that are 

Δφ β

Δφ
φi

P P
β
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more clearly seen after a few hundred timesteps or so) (Fig. 3A and B). This 
is due to the fact that alignment can essentially occur within one timestep due 
to the lack of angular change constraints, while the process of sorting 
(changing neighbours) can take longer as it requires changes in relative 
positions and not just relative orientations (and movement is limited by the top 
speed of the speed cycle).  

Finally, we also wanted to quantify the dynamic nature of the interaction 
network - how often the local neighbourhoods (the agents that a focal 
individual is interacting with) change in time. To do so, we computed the 
change of the adjacency matrix over time, according to  

 

Where  is the adjacency matrix and  is the total number of agents.  

is essentially the mean number of stable neighbours the agents had 
between  and . 

We find qualitative differences in  between the high and low  values 

(Fig. 3C). For  the number of stable neighbours is rather fixed (with a 
low decay over time), whereas for higher  we see an oscillation of  (its’ 
periodicity is in the order of the period length of the speed). In general, 
networks with high  reach higher values of  throughout the entire period 
(also in their troughs), meaning that these networks have a higher number of 
stable neighbours; that said, this value ( ) varies here over time. Most 

importantly, this qualitative difference occurs between  of 1 and 2, which is 
the region of the disorder-order transition - therefore it seems that most, if not 
all, of the ordered groups exhibit these oscillations. When compared with the 
fixed speed case, we see that of course these oscillations cease to exist, and 
that  reaches higher values, again indicating that its topology is more 
rigid. 
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Figure 3: Dynamics of the model. A Heatmaps of the time each pair of 
agents was connected unidirectionally, over the  between them, for 
different time windows (here ). Note that  is randomly assigned and is 

fixed throughout. B The polarisation  as a function of time for various values 
of . C The dynamics of the network  changing as a function of different 

time lags  for different . 

Finally, we relax the simplifications of a topological model, since this model 
does not explicitly account for the perceptually-available information that each 
individual has. Hence we reproduce these analyses on a visual-network 
model, with visual fields estimated using a raycasting method (a thorough 
description provided in the methods section). Qualitatively, we find similar 
results in almost all respects (Fig. S2, Fig. S3, Fig. S4, Fig. S5), suggesting 
that this self-sorting process is robust and could be a general phenomenon 
for groups in which individuals exhibit oscillating speeds. 
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Discussion 
Self-organisation is a process whereby, through the interaction of many units, 
some global, macro-scale order emerges. There could also be ‘meso-scale’ 
patterns that emerge, as we demonstrate, with this novel type of self-sorting 
according to phases of speed oscillations. Self-sorting has been previously 
observed in real systems, such as individuals that tend to be closer to others 
with similar size (Pitcher et al., 1985; Parrish, 1989; DeBlois & Rose, 1996), 
and in agent-based models (Couzin et al., 2002), but to our knowledge, this 
type of self-sorting, driven by oscillating speed, is novel.  

One example of spatial sorting owing to phase differences specifically, can be 
found with swimming sperm - sperm that share similar phases of their 
tailbeats, can physically connect and form clusters in space (Hayashi, 1996; 
Yang et al., 2008). This is different to what we observe, as connected sperm 
physically influence each other and can change each others phases (and 
don’t initially sort by phases necessarily). 

It is important to point to a limitation in the current version of the model. The 
long-lasting connections we observe are indeed associated mostly with small 
phase differences. However at any given time, the distribution of phase 
differences of the connections to a focal individual are uniform (dominated by 
the bottom of the heatmaps in Fig. 2). One could argue that very brief 
interactions (e.g. one time step) should not contribute the same as longer 
lasting ones - to allow for integration of information over time rather than 
instantaneous decisions. Therefore we expect these results to be clearer with 
a model incorporating a duration threshold for interactions (i.e. where very 
brief connections wouldn’t contribute as an interaction). 

Other types of self-sorting mechanisms have referred to phenotypic 
differences between individuals that could eventually lead to the breaking of  
groups, and the formation of separate groups, each with its’ own specific 
phenotype. Of course, we cannot necessarily regard phase differences as 
phenotypic differences, and therefore the process we observe here is 
different. We can envisage though, that adding complexity by allowing a 
variety of frequencies to coexist, might lead to a break up according to 
relative frequencies - and this could be tested both in a model and in real 
systems. Also, fixing the phases over time is a major simplification that would 
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never fully occur in a real system, and should also be relaxed and further 
explored. 

We also ought to think about what animal groups might achieve by such 
self-sorting, leading to a subdivision into modular subgroups. Previous 
theoretical work has shown that small groups can actually be 
advantageous for collective information processing. Smaller groups will 
have higher levels of noise, but actually this enhances their collective 
decision-making accuracy in naturalistic environments (Kao and Couzin, 
2014). This is due to the fact that small to intermediate sized groups can 
avoid the impeding effects of highly correlated information (between near 
neighbours that sample the same environmental cues) that is more 
common in large groups. 

On the other hand, modular structures within one larger group (essentially 
breaking up the group into smaller subgroups) necessarily causes a loss of 
information, effectively silencing input from a fraction of the group, which 
can be problematic in simple environments. In complex environments 
though, modularity tends to improve decision accuracy, as in this case each 
subgroup can act effectively as a small individual group (Kao and Couzin, 
2019). 

Could this hint at a higher-level of information processing occurring within 
animal groups, as compared to the brain that has modular structures for 
more advanced computation? Further work is needed to address this 
possibility, probing such systems experimentally (in silico and actual 
experimentation with animal groups), to ask how they deal with 
computational tasks and what role modularity plays in these situations.  

Another main result from our analyses revealed that there exist differences 
in how dynamic the network is, owing to the nature of the agents’ motion 
(fixed vs oscillating speeds). This raises many questions with regards to 
function - how can this aid the individuals within the group? Are such 
groups hardwired in some way to overcome possible disadvantages, such 
as the slowing down of information spread (Masuda et al., 2013)? 

In the Kuramoto model, which is the most widely used model in collective 
synchrony, each oscillator adjusts its' phase according to the phase 
difference between itself and its neighbour(s). By contrast, in our model, 
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the individuals do not need to recognize the phase of their conspecifics, nor 
do they know their own phase (and so they don’t need to derive the 
difference, as in the Kuramoto model), for them to achieve this ‘synchrony’. 
Future work should address this by relaxing the simplification of fixed 
phases, allowing them to vary in different ways (randomly, or by 
synchronizing with neighbours). 

The phenomena we have addressed here is inspired by animal movement 
(as in Chapters 1 and 2), but shows, in a way, contradictory behaviour. We 
have shown that real fish couple their speed oscillations in an out-of-phase 
fashion, which isn’t the case here. The reason for this dichotomy is due to the 
underlying behaviour - out-of-phase coupling might be adaptive when 
considering also perceptual oscillations. Here, we aimed to keep this model 
as simple as possible and only considered the addition of speed oscillations. 

The scenarios we can create in the domain of computer simulations allow us 
to consider situations that are hard (or impossible) to encounter in a real 
system. In that way for instance, we could compare groups composed of 
individuals with fixed speeds, vs groups with agents with oscillating speeds. 
This is in essence possible with real-world systems, but if we were to 
compare two different species of fish for example - with fixed and oscillating 
speed, we would also encounter conflicting factors such as different sizes of 
individuals, also affecting the visual network.  
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Methods  

Visual network 

As we consider a visual network, we calculate the agents’ interactions 
through their visual field. Each agent is a simple fish-like elongated 
diamond shape (aspect ratio of 1:5) as seen in Fig. S2A. The rays being 
projected from the anterior part of the fish were spaced 0.18 degrees apart 
(overall 2001 rays from each agent, following Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 
2013). Each ray being projected from an agent did not intersect with its own 
body, only with its counterparts. A connection between the focal agent  and 
agent  is deemed significant if at least 26 rays intersected with it, imposing 
a minimum angular cone of ≈ 4.5 degrees to confirm the interaction. Fig. 
S2A shows the the focal fish  in green, the location of where the rays are 
projected from as a yellow circle, the visual neighbourhood  as the fish 
coloured in blue. It is worth noting that besides the fish outside the visual 
field of the agent  (coloured in black), we have the fish which are seen, but 
that are too small for the focal agent to take them into consideration 
(coloured in red). 

Raycasting:  

To simulate fish movement we use a self-propelled particle model where 
the agents have oscillating speed, and connect to their neighbours 
according to line of sight (raycasting). When choosing a simple but effective 
model, one has to consider that when using raycasting to account for their 
interactions, the model must avoid overlap of agents: an agent being 
inscribed inside another would greatly limit their field of view (FOV), and 
consequently their interactions. In this manner, we have chosen to use a 
modification of a collective motion model inspired by Grégoire and Chaté 
(2004), where we have periodically oscillating speed, and with visual 
interactions between agents relating to attraction/repulsion forces, 
alignment and noise. 
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Figure S1: The dynamics of the network of the topological model with 
fixed-speeds. The dynamics of the network  changing as a function of 

different time lags  for different , in the topological fixed speed model. 
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Figure S2: A snapshot of the visual model and its’ collective-scale 
characterisation. A An example of the visual field experienced by the focal 
fish (green outline), where rays spread 0.18° apart are projected from the 
anterior part of the agent (yellow circle), and connect with the first agent in 
their direction. The colour of each agent represents how the focal fish 
reacts to them: in grey are the agents which are outside the visual field of 
the focal fish; in red are the agents that despite being inside the visual field, 
have a too small representation on the visual field and are therefore also 
ignored; and lastly, in blue are the neighbours which the focal is interacting 
with. B The mean polarization of the group  as a function of  for both 
versions of the model. C The susceptibility,  as a function of  for both 
versions of the model. The peak in susceptibility at  indicates 
where the transition occurs. Error bars in B and C depict standard 
deviation. 
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Figure S3: Edge duration vs the phase difference for the visual model. 
2D probability density functions of the time pairs of agents were connected 
unidirectionally (as this is a weighted network - the extent that A sees B isn't 
necessarily the same as B sees A), over  between them, for various 
values of  for oscillating speeds (top plots) and fixed speeds (bottom plots). 
For the fixed speeds case,  has no influence over the dynamics and is 
plotted this way only for the comparison. Note that  is randomly assigned 
for each individual and is fixed throughout. Each heatmap is drawn from the 
last 800 timesteps (half of the simulation length). In all heatmaps, colorbars 
are set with a cutoff of 0.008 for better visibility. 
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Figure S4: Dynamics of the visual model with oscillating speeds. A 
Heatmaps of the time each pair of agents were connected unidirectionally, 
over the  between them, for different time windows (here ). Note 
that  is randomly assigned and is fixed throughout. B The polarisation  as 

a function of time for various values of . C The dynamics of the network  

changing as a function of different time lags  for different . 
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Figure S5: The dynamics of the network of the visual model with fixed-
speeds. The dynamics of the network  changing as a function of 

different time lags  for different , in the visual model with fixed speeds. 
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CHAPTER 4: Animal groups as dynamic sensory networks of 
interaction  

Guy Amichay, Máté Nagy and Iain D. Couzin 
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Abstract 

Animal groups come in diverse forms - from fish schools swimming in 
unison (collective motion) to crickets chirping in sync (collective temporal 
sync). What appear to be different behaviours, they actually share common 
mathematical principles, and can therefore be considered in a unified 
manner. Work in the field of active matter has considered systems where 
both dynamics are at play, with agents that combine both temporal sync 
and motion. Likewise, network scientists have developed a deeper 
understanding of how network structure (its’ connectivity - both static and 
dynamic) impacts processes such as synchronization. While much 
theoretical work has been conducted, it is presently unclear how such 
idealized models relate to the collective behavior of real animal groups. 
With the advent of new technologies such as robotics and immersive virtual 
reality for freely moving animals we are at a time of great opportunity to 
develop an integrative understanding of the functioning of animal groups. 

Introduction 

In the study of animal collective behaviour, researchers are looking for 
universal concepts that span scales and taxa. A general goal in the study of 
collective animal behaviour is to understand how individuals coordinate and 
reach collective order. Mathematics enables us to make abstractions and 
think about phenomena in a more conceptual matter. In that regard, we can 
actually view drastically different systems, such as flashing firefly swarms 
and flying bird flocks, as sharing common principles, as both are forms of 
self organisation, although manifested in different ways.  

Noteworthy models for such phenomena are the Vicsek model and the 
Kuramoto model, which have considered synchrony in collective motion 
(such as in flocking, schooling and herding) and in temporal dynamics 
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(such as in cricket chorusing), respectively (Vicsek et al., 1995; Kuramoto, 
1975). In the Vicsek model individual ‘agents’ are mobile and interact with 
near-neighbors by adjusting their heading to match the average direction of 
others. The Kuramoto model describes temporal synchronization, or 
‘coupling’, among ‘oscillators’, such as rhythmic flashing of individual 
fireflies. Like the Vicsek model individuals are assumed to match their 
behavior with others, and via these interactions collective action emerges. 
Therefore both models are actually rooted in the same mathematics: both 
consider a matching of periodic entities - in flocking individuals match 
direction with others, such as the 360 degrees of possible direction on a 
plane; in the case of coupling in time a dynamic repeating process can also 
be mapped onto a circle.  

With that in mind, we can consider unifying these distinct systems (the 
analogy between temporal synchronization and collective motion has been 
previously drawn (Strogatz 2004), but still most research hasn’t considered 
such comparisons), and integrate them under one framework. One such 
plausible framework is network theory (Newman 2018). A network (or 
graph) is a mathematical structure composed of nodes (an abstract entity) 
connected to each other via edges - similar to animals in a group, the 
animals acting as the nodes, and the edges could be dictated according to 
who of them senses whom. 

Network theorists initially focused on the more ‘controlled’ topologies (the 
networks’ connectivity), working on different network structures, but 
keeping them fixed in time. Focus on temporal networks (with changing 
connectivity) has become increasingly of interest. With more insight gained 
in this respect, it seems to be an appropriate time now to employ network 
science, to make more contributions to the understanding of animal 
interaction networks with their inherent heterogeneity. Moreover, from the 
biological side, new emerging technology in virtual reality and robotics, 
enables us to let organisms interact with avatars or robots that mimic their 
conspecifics, and that we control - and directly test the causal structures 
within animal collectives, opening up possibilities of rigorous interrogation 
of their dynamics. These new advances and approaches can make a big 
impact - both on our understanding of how animal collectives function, and, 
in turn, inspire further theoretical work in network science. Empirical 
network science has focused, by and large, either on human social 
networks (Maier and Brockmann, 2020; Grinberg et al., 2019) or biological 
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networks at the genetic/cellular level (Kovács et al., 2019). Animal groups, 
sometimes analogous to cellular processes (Seeley 2010), can potentially 
shed light on various biological networks, but also, serve as manipulable 
social networks. Here, we comment on (1) what has been done on fixed 
(static) networks with respect to synchronisation, (2) temporal (dynamic) 
networks, that has bridged the gap between collective motion (that causes 
topological changes) and sync, and (3) what we think are the next steps 
from here. 

Self-organization in animal collectives 

Before returning to networks, we start out by describing in more detail, how 
distinct forms of self-organisation actually share commonalities, to give a 
broader and deeper motivation for a unifying framework. For instance, we 
can compare them in terms of their collective dynamics. Both Kuramoto 
and Vicsek systems exhibit phase-transition behaviour, that is, a sudden 
qualitative change in the systems’ behaviour, due to some small change of 
some underlying parameter. In other words, if we were to decrease the 
amount of noise (the ‘error’ each individual makes) inherent in each agent 
(be it an oscillator or a moving ‘agent’) we observe an abrupt change in the 
collective state; in the case of the Kuramoto model - from incoherent 
behaviour, where all the oscillators are acting at random (disorder), to 
synchronisation where all the oscillators oscillate in concert (the ordered 
state). The same transition occurs with a Vicsek system, when decreasing 
the noise the particles change from random motion to aligned uniform 
motion in the same, randomly selected, direction. Similarily, by fixing the 
noise to a specific value, and increasing the density of the particles, the 
same kind of transition would occur (Vicsek et al., 1995). Empirical work 
has confirmed this prediction - for instance, Buhl et al. (2006) have shown 
that increasing the density of marching locust nymphs, alone, results in a 
rapid transition from disordered to ordered motion (Buhl et al., 2006). 

Moving in a coordinated way, animal groups effectively reach a consensus, 
in this case regarding the direction in which to go. This is a form of a 
‘collective decision making’ mechanism (Cucker and Smale 2007). If no 
individual has any desired directional preference the direction selected is 
random. However it has been found that large groups can be led by only a 
few individuals (Couzin et al., 2005). Directional leadership is reminiscent 
of temporal entrainment, as when entraining an oscillator (such as a firefly), 
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one can ‘lead’ it, to alter its free-running flashes and flash according to the 
external stimulus provided. But these leadership attributes don’t necessarily 
depend on any physical characteristics of the individual, or even that 
individuals would be capable of recognising whether others are naive or 
informed (Couzin et al., 2005). Collective decision making processes can 
occur also when there are multiple subgroups that have different 
preferences, and the rest don’t have any preferred direction (Couzin et al., 
2005; Pinkoviezky et al., 2018). The proportion of uninformed (or: 
indifferent/naive) individuals can play a counter intuitive role though, where 
increasing the relative number of uninformed individuals can actually 
increase the likelihood of a collective decision (Couzin et al., 
2011). Therefore it seems that the composition of the group plays nontrivial 
roles in these dynamics, highlighting that heterogeneity might be key. 

Static systems 

Network science has emerged as a field that unifies distinct phenomena 
towards understanding complex systems, systems that comprise many 
independent interacting units (termed nodes). A central goal of network 
science is to reveal the structure of such real-world networks (e.g. the 
WWW, the stock market, etc).  As a starting point, one could think of two 
extremes: fully connected networks (all-to-all connectivity) with undirected 
edges (the connections between the nodes); or random networks - such 
the Erdős Rényi (ER) model (Erdős and Rényi, 1960). Real networks, on 
the other hand, are many times neither. It is therefore a central task to 
model and analyse different network structures and see how they affect 
collective dynamics.  

One of the best-known models was proposed by Watts and Strogatz (WS), 
which conceived of ‘small-world’ networks (Watts and Strogatz 1998). 
Small-world networks are essentially networks that are composed of 
clusters that have long range connections between the them. These 
connections create the so-called ‘small-world’ phenomenon, where each 
node has a short path length to any other node in the network (i.e. they are 
separated by only a few nodes). 

Another classic paper, published around the same time, is the Barabasi-
Albert (BA) model (Barabasi and Albert, 1999), that, compared with ER and 
WS, does not assume a fixed number of nodes, rather this evolves in time. 
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Also, ER and WS assume random connections, whereas BA assumes that 
the probability of connecting to a node that is already well-connected is 
higher (preferential connectivity). They show that both additions are 
common features in real networks. With these additions, the distributions of 
connections they find follow a power-law distribution indicative of scale-
invariance - also a common feature in diverse examples of real world 
systems. 

Beyond general models of connectivity, there has been work that focused 
on specific processes acting on networks, such as synchronization 
phenomena, on different topologies. Considerable attention has been 
directed at understanding how different network topologies would alter 
these dynamics, and if, and how, it would enable the system to sync. For 
instance, if we take into account WS networks, it was found that this 
configuration could enhance synchronization. By rewiring a nearest-
neighbour coupled network to a WS configuration, it was shown that (for a 
sufficiently large network) the WS synchronizes, while its nearest-
neighbour counterpart would not (Wang and Chen, 2002). For thorough 
reviews of synchronization on complex networks, and, specifically the 
Kuramoto model on complex networks, see Arenas et al. (2008) and 
Rodrigues et al. (2016), respectively. 

The nature of a phase transition from disorder to order can be 
characterised as first order (discontinuous) or second order (continuous) 
transitions. In Kuramoto networks, the first report of “explosive 
synchronization” (a first order transition) was published, occurring in scale-
free networks of oscillators (Gómez-Gardeñes et al., 2011). This type of 
phase transition is reminiscent to what can be found in the Vicsek model 
(Grégoire and Cháte, 2004; Nagy et al. 2007) - if collective motion and 
synchronization are equivalent, do they share the same transition? Maybe 
we ought to formulate this question differently: in what conditions do these 
different systems exhibit the same transitions? A point to bear in mind here 
is that these transitions occur on infinite system sizes, and finite size 
conditions can alter the nature of these transitions, typically promoting 
continuous transitions. 

Complex networks can also be analysed in terms of their controllability 
(loosely defined here as the possibility if shifting a network with an input 
signal from one state to another in a finite amount of time) (Li et al., 2017). 
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Although heavily studied in control theory, this concept was somewhat 
ignored in animal collectives, despite its potential to be applicable. One way 
of achieving this is by ‘pinning’ the system, that is, manipulating a certain 
subset of nodes, that then propagate this information to the rest of the 
network. Surprisingly, it was found that a network can sync by actually 
pinning the low-degree (the number of edges they have) nodes first (in 
some conditions) (Yu et al., 2009). Another option is to detect the system’s 
‘driver nodes’, which are nodes that can drive the whole network to the 
desired state (Liu et al., 2011). In a theoretical study, it was revealed that 
the number of driver nodes needed is determined mainly by the network’s 
degree distribution. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the networks that are most 
difficult to control are sparse and heterogenous, which are many times the 
case in real-world networks. They also report that the driver nodes they 
found in model and real systems were most often not hubs (Liu et al., 2011) 
- in line with the work by Yu et al. Therefore it seems that it is quite hard to 
grasp or to gain intuition with regards to how these systems work, and 
combining more empirical approaches could make progress in this direction 
more concrete. 

One empirical study treated a school of fish as a static network, analysing 
their collective behaviour (their underlying networks of interaction) at 
specific points in time (Rosenthal et al., 2015). By doing so, they revealed 
relevant predictors of information flow between neighbours. They 
demonstrated that the networks of interaction between fish are complex, 
being weighted, directed and heterogenous. Furthermore, they show that 
individuals that are near the front and sides of the group are the most 
influential, and also the most susceptible to social influence (such 
individuals had relatively few strongly connected neighbours). Could these 
qualify as the systems' driver nodes? With the exception of a handful of 
studies (such as the Rosenthal et al. (2015) study), to the best of our 
knowledge, animal groups have rarely been previously considered in terms 
of controllability. 

Temporal interaction networks  

Analysing static networks is obviously a good place to start. Rosenthal et 
al. (2015) used static networks because the behavioural change that 
occurred (propagation of alarm response) was much faster than the re-
wiring of the network. But in many other behaviours the timescale is 
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different and we must consider the dynamic nature of the network. So this 
begs the question, as to how applicable static networks are; while 
assuming fixed topologies can hold for some cases (e.g., some firefly 
swarms are mostly immobile (Buck and Buck, 1968)), this is potentially a 
big over-simplification in others, where including temporal (time-varying) 
topologies can have important consequences on network dynamics, and 
this is perhaps evident in most real-world systems such as fish schools, 
bird flocks and various other examples (of course, dependant on the 
specific behaviour as per above). Changing connectivity needs to be 
considered on appropriate timescales though. For instance, neural 
connectivity can change, but some of these changes occur on times scales 
that are much longer than the functional timescale (i.e. the specific brain 
function), such as some types of loss or establishment of synapses. It can 
also occur on the functional timescale through neuromodulators that affect 
how neurons or brain regions are connected rapidly. Here we focus on 
changes that are on a functional timescale. In other words, changes that 
are occurring during the actual behavior - for example, the changes in the 
spatial organization of a fish school over time, and not the changes caused 
by fish development that occurs over a long timescale (and could also alter 
the network’s architecture). 

More work on fish schools revealed important features such as the 
directionality of information spread (Katz et al., 2013). Assuming 
predominantly visual interactions, one could also directly measure the 
visual fields of each individual in a group to see who each sees. This does 
not directly imply an interaction network, as individuals might not pay 
attention to some neighbours, even if they see them. That said, social 
influence within fish groups was shown to be best described with a visual 
network, compared to a metric or topological one, enabling researchers to 
predict how social contagion would propagate in such groups (Strandburg-
Peshkin et al., 2013). 

In another related study it was found that fish schools alter their network 
structure by changing their relative spatial positioning, and by doing so 
affect the flow of information within them. In other words, they can adapt by 
changing their social network topology, and not how they respond to 
sensory information (Sosna et al., 2019). Another point to bear in mind with 
regards to visual networks, is that many animals on the move do so with 
variable speed (accelerating and decelerating). These continuous changes 
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also alter their visual scene, occluding neighbours, and thus adding another 
reason for the temporality of these edges. 

Using traditional methodology of tracking and analyzing animal behaviour 
in some sense reached a ‘glass ceiling’ though, as these observational 
approaches don’t allow for full experimental control (Rosenthal et al., 2015; 
Sosna et al., 2019). When studying collectives this is vital, as we encounter 
causality issues - even with simple cases of 3 individuals interacting, it is 
hard to assess if individual A is influenced by B and/or C directly, or 
indirectly (e.g. C influences B which in turn influences A), and if so how 
much each individual contributes. By using new emerging technology, such 
as virtual reality or robotic platforms (Faria et al., 2010; Polverino et al., 
2012; Stowers et al., 2017; Larsch and Baier 2018), we can mimic 
individuals and recreate these interactions in a controlled way and precisely 
experiment with these systems. 

Theoretically, the relationship between temporal synchronization and 
coordinated motion has been realised in different fields, and has been 
studied (almost in parallel) by mathematicians (mostly by control and graph 
theorists) and by physicists, publishing in different venues for different 
readerships. Here we comment on some of this ongoing work from the last 
two decades. We begin this discussion with temporal networks, where the 
edges simply change over time (equivalent to the nodes moving in space). 
Stilwell et al. (2006) proved that a time-varying network could synchronize, 
despite an instantaneously disconnected topology. In particular, it can be 
shown that networks can synchronize even if at every point in time the 
frozen-time network topology is insufficiently connected to achieve 
synchronization.  

Changes in connectivity (the edges) over time turned out to even be helpful 
for the onset of sync. For instance, it was reported that the time taken to 
reach synchronization is lowered and the stability range of the 
synchronized state increases considerably in time-varying networks, owing 
to the effectively expanded interaction neighbourhood of the nodes. 
Furthermore, when comparing random networks with WS networks, it was 
revealed that the former are more robust to such changes - at high rewiring 
frequencies they performed better and were synchronised over a wider 
range of coupling strengths, due to the fact that WS networks rely on few 
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long-range edges, that if disrupted can heavily impact the dynamics (Kohar 
et al., 2014). 

Recently the notion of temporal networks has been further interrogated (Li 
et al., 2017). Although network temporality can have obvious drawbacks for 
certain dynamical processes (such as spreading phenomena being cut or 
silenced), Li et al. find several advantages for temporality. They show that 
such networks can reach controllability faster, due to their inherent flexibility 
(their ability to transform into, and utilize, different network topologies). 

Active matter 

Researchers in active matter have been researching similar ideas and 
topics; for instance, what would happen if groups of self-propelled particles 
also interact via an internal oscillator? How would this impact their ability to 
sync? Frasca et al. (2008) studied sync with mobile chaotic oscillators 
(exhibiting irregular, unpredictable oscillations) and showed that if the 
timescale of the movements is much shorter than the sync dynamics, this 
can be neglected in a way - the effects of motion average out - in line with 
what was found earlier by Stilwell et al. (2006) (Frasca et al., 2008). 
Fujiwara et al. (2011) continued this line of work; they also studied the 
synchronization of mobile chaotic agents, theoretically and numerically. 
They refer to two timescales: that of the topology change and that of the 
local synchronization. They find that when the topology changes are much 
slower than the time taken to sync, the effect of motion can effectively be 
ignored. On the other hand, in the opposite case, of very fast topological 
changes, they find that this hampers synchronization (Fujiwara et al., 
2011). With mobile oscillators performing random walks (i.e. moving in a 
random direction each timestep) in 1D it was shown that these movements 
can actually speed up the synchronization process, effectively extending 
the range of interactions (Uriu at al., 2013). These studies focused mostly 
on random motion, and studying cases of directed (e.g. climbing up some 
chemical gradient) or coordinated movements with such dynamics is 
necessary. 

One can also ask what happens when the timescales of sync and motion 
aren’t vastly different (Prignano et al., 2013). Prignano et al. (2013) 
introduced integrate-and-fire oscillators with motion, where the particles 
interact only with their nearest neighbor. They report that at low speeds the 
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system exhibits less mixing, meaning that each agents interacts with the 
same neighbor without much switching. In this case, local sync occurs (as 
each neighbourhood is rather fixed), and global sync emerges through 
multiple interactions (through interactions between the neighbourhoods). 
On the other hand, high speeds cause the opposite, each oscillator 
interacts with random neighbours, effectively creating a ‘mean-field’ 
scenario, and global sync emerges directly - as this approaches the 
situation where they are all interacting with each other. Perhaps somewhat 
surprisingly, there exists a mid-regime where global synchronization cannot 
be reached, as both these mechanisms fail. It would be of great interest to 
discover where biological systems operate on this axis. 

Another, fairly recent correspondence between collective motion and sync 
is the study of so-called “Swarmalators” - oscillators that sync and swarm 
(O’Keeffe et al., 2017). This is essentially an adaptation of a collective 
motion model (with attraction, repulsion and alignment), but with the added 
complexity that each particle is also an oscillator. This means that while 
moving, each particle also has an internal oscillator (for generality, it is not 
specified what exactly is oscillating), and these particles couple with each 
other via the Kuramoto model. Lastly, these two models interact, whereby 
particles that are synchronised will also be more spatially attracted to each 
other (and vice versa). Combined, this model generates various collective 
states and patterns - they report five different collective states: (1) static 
synchrony: the agents form a circular distribution in space, and are fully 
synchronized in phase; (2) static asynchrony: every phase occurs 
everywhere; (3) static phase wave: they form an annular structure where 
the spatial angle (position) of each swarmalator is correlated with its phase; 
(4) splintered phase wave: a non-stationary phase, where they split into 
disconnected clusters of distinct phases and (5) active phase wave: the 
agents form a rotating annular structure, where they show regular cycles of 
both their phase and angular position. Thus, three of the five swarmalator 
states are static states (as they only move until they reach a steady state) 
so they rather lack the degree of freedom of motion of interest here. Also, 
relating this model (or the type of system it proposes to that matter) to 
actual real-life systems, is mostly still lacking.
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Concluding remarks 

Fish schools and firefly swarms, from an ecological or evolutionary 
perspective, share little. On the other hand, known to be analogous in their 
collective behaviour (as they share a common mathematical core), it is 
perhaps a bit surprising that they haven’t really been studied together and 
unified. While we acknowledge the advances made theoretically in control- 
and network theory, or active matter, we still think that there is a gap 
between the studies of collective motion and (temporal) synchrony, 
especially with regards to empirical work. We therefore think that a 
continued interplay between animal collectives and network theory is an 
exciting direction. Future research can disentangle different animal social 
networks, and compare how network temporality affects their overall 
dynamics, for instance, with mobile and immobile firefly swarms.   

Author contributions: 

G.A. wrote the manuscript with input from M.N. and I.D.C. 
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Thesis conclusions 

I will sum up our findings by first relating to each chapter in isolation, 
mentioning points that were beyond the discussion provided in each, and 
then tie everything up together. I think good scientific work both answers 
long standing questions, but also inspires new directions of research, which 
I highlight below. 

In the first chapter, we devised a data-driven model of pulse-coupled 
oscillators - how two fish couple their speed oscillations. I would like to 
point out here, why this model stands out. When compared with other 
known pulse-coupled systems, also biological, usually they show clear free-
running frequencies. That as, a firefly in isolation would flash at a certain 
well-defined frequency. This is clearly not the case with the fish, that exhibit 
large variation in their period lengths over time. Therefore I suspect that 
they might be chaotic pulse-coupled oscillators (Pikovsky et al., 2001). To 
the best of my knowledge, there are scarce studies on such (biological) 
systems. Could there be some special property in this case that enables 
the fish to efficiently achieve such coupling? For example, the specific 
reaction of simply matching the lag of the neighbour? 

In the second chapter, we found that fish ‘lock on’, or are more responsive, 
to a neighbour when they are temporally coupled. Future research 
analysing groups could leverage our findings to hopefully have more 
predictive power concerning behavioural cascades and flow of information. 
However, it is still unclear how many neighbours one fish is capable of 
interacting with simultaneously. In other words, if it is alternating with two 
neighbours, is it actually ‘connected’ to both? 

One point here to bear in mind is the intriguing thought of frustration (from a 
physics point of view). What that means is that if individual A is anti-phase 
with B, and B is anti-phase with C, A and C are forced to be in-phase, and 
potentially disconnected. This could mean that some spatially close 
neighbours actually won’t be reacting to each other. Of course there exists 
different ways to relieve such a frustrated case. One option, that was 
reported to be happening with chorusing frogs, is splitting the phase space 
into thirds (e.g. A beats, followed by B, followed by C, and so on) (Aihara et 
al., 2011). This is of course an option, but can clearly only manifest itself in 
such small subgroups - it is hard to imagine 10 fish splitting up such a short 
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period length. The second option is to overcome this situation by spatially 
sorting in such a way as to maintain good channels of information flow. I 
find this option more plausible and a great path for future research. 

Combined, both of these chapters offer an understanding of how this 
pairwise temporal coupling can form, and the functional role it plays. What 
is left to fully describe and model this behaviour is to understand how fish 
choose which neighbour(s) to try to couple with (the closest ones?), and, 
when and why they disconnect. Is it dependent directly on the temporal 
coupling, and when that dies out for some reason, they search for a new 
partner? It is important to point out, that the rate of change of this aspect is 
crucial. Frequent switching implies that the system is still ‘mean field’, and 
thus still resembles Vicsek-type dynamics (where the particle averages 
information from multiple inputs, of its' whole neighborhood) on a collective 
scale.  

Another direction that I find appealing that relates to these results, is to 
compare such ‘Swarmalator’ systems (that involve both coupled oscillator 
dynamics and motion, and their interaction) with ‘regular’ collective motion 
systems. This is maybe a bit tricky, as defining a system as consisting 
solely on collective motion isn’t straightforward - the internal oscillation 
doesn’t necessarily have to be speed as in our case. Still, it can be 
insightful to compare the collective behaviour of zebrafish larvae with other 
fish that don’t exhibit much oscillation in speed (more fixed speeds), or with 
various physical systems such as Janus particles, where we can know for 
sure that no oscillations are involved. Also, another valuable comparison is 
with systems that exhibit intermittent motion patterns as observed by 
marching locust nymphs, which is more of a ‘stepwise’ (irregular) 
oscillation. 

On a different scale, I think this work can inspire further work in the 
neurosciences. Neuroscience studies are often critiqued for the lack of 
connection to behaviour; often times neural patterns are measured but this 
readout isn’t clearly related to the animals’ natural actions (which are often 
limited by, for instance, tethering the animal). With the use of VR for freely 
swimming fish, we can take an important step in this direction. I hope that 
the experiments I have done here, can serve as a ‘behavioural paradigm’, 
where in the future, neuroscientists can continue in this direction and reveal 
the neural underpinnings of temporal coupling and selective attention. 
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In the third chapter we continue this line of work, only now approaching it 
from another angle, by analysing a collective motion toy model with 
particles that oscillate with their speeds. This relates to the Swarmalator 
model, only now we explicitly define what the oscillation is, inspired by 
biological systems. Also, another important difference is that we do not 
enforce any interaction between the phases, as in the Swarmalator case 
(where the phases interact via the Kuramoto model). 

We fix each agents’ phase (so there is no shifting of phases) and 
interestingly we see a form of ‘coupling’, where agents with similar phases 
show long durations of connectivity - as an emergent property that wasn’t 
‘plugged-in’. This does indeed sound similar to the the active phases found 
in the Swarmalator model. It was mentioned that it isn’t clear what controls 
how many clusters will form - the same question holds for our model. 

In the last chapter we discuss future research bridging the gap between 
coupled oscillator dynamics and collective motion. We offer network theory 
as a unifying framework. I think it was important to limit the scope of this 
chapter to this direction, but I have more thoughts on the future of this line 
of research. In general I find analogies to be extremely useful and perhaps 
one of the beauties of scientific inquiry. Personally, I find the analogy 
between these different dynamics elegant, but I think we should also 
consider where this fails. In other words, for instance, although the 
Kuramoto model and the Vicsek model are analogous, in what crucial ways 
are they different? For example, in the Vicsek model, frequency doesn’t 
play any role (as there are no oscillations) - is this difference meaningful? 
Of course, mathematically, one could define a rotating frame of reference 
for the Kuramoto model, that would make the analysis of both models 
equivalent; but does that mean these processes are the same? For 
example, clearly from the point of view of a focal agent, timekeeping (for 
the purpose of temporal sync) and physical attraction/alignment are 
different cognitive tasks. I think that dissecting the vital ingredients that puts 
them apart is of great importance. 
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